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VOICES IN THE WALL
THE PARALLEL WORLD OF BERTRUM WAINWRIGHT  



Hello?

What?

Superheroes? Ha!

I tell you something about flippin' superheroes shall I? I hate 'em! I bloody hate 'em with their big 
multicoloured flappy capes and unnatural poses, buzzing 'round the place like they own it. Bloody 
show offs, the lot of 'um! Admittedly, they might occasionally save the universe from planet eating 
robots or keep the galaxy's darkest and dankest at bay, but there's not one of them I'd trust to sit the 
right way 'round on a toilet seat I tell ya!

The thing is, it's a different world, these days, dont'cha think? I remember the old days, the good old 
days when a hero was a hero, and not some Kardashian gorging self obsessed reality TV a-hole! Tch! 
It makes me sick to my stomach to see what's happened to the world, it's a bloody disgrace it is! The 
other day I turned on the old idiot box to get me daily fix of that number quiz show.......erm.....the 
name of it escapes me right now, only to find it'd been replaced by 'The Real Housewives of Xandar'. I 
couldn't believe me bloody eyes. The shame of it! The world used to be a place of beauty, and I don't 
mean cosmetic beauty or man made wonder, what I'm trying to say is that if everyone had stopped 
for a second to drink in the natural gorgeousness of the world, y'know take a few moments to 
appreciate life's simple pleasures, then perhaps what happened wouldn't have happened. But, oh 
no, not the Supers, they'd rather treat the world like it's their own personal catwalk rather than 
something to be looked after and cherished.

Y'see the thing is I'm the last non-superbeing left alive on this god forsaken rock, which is why I 
suppose they keep me in this glass box y'know, keep an eye on me, keep me safe n' that. Well, I say 
glass box it's more like a blinkin' palace- huge bloody thing it is. And that's the trouble, it's full of 
damn stairs. Stairs all over the bloody place, spiral staircase after spiral staircase, I've never seen so 
many bloody stairs in my life! It's OK for them lot with their superpowers and the like but it's no fun 
for an 83 year old bloke like me to be buggering about on little diamond encrusted ledges and gold 
plated staircases is it? It's a bloody death trap it is! Not that they care about that mind, I'm nothing 
but a bloody ornament to these lot, a trinket to remind them of the old days. Something that's no 
real use to them, but they can't bear to throw away.- a dull sepia tinged memory.

Anyway, where was I? Oh yeah, so I get three meals a day and a roof over me head so it ain't all bad, 
BUT It's sooooo bloody boring. There's sod all else to do but wander 'round and try and miss the super 
dog dirt. That's right, super dog dirt! You can stop your sniggering, it's no joke having to dodge that 
stuff y'know, it comes in great bloody piles, and from the sky n' all. I nearly lost an eye the other 
week 'cos of some mega powered St Bernard had the runs. Ruined me shoes it did.

But, I suppose I shouldn't complain really, I might be cooped up like a chicken. But I'm fed and looked 

The following is a transcription of an audio note left on the astro-file of Bertram Wainwright (aka 

Patient 43536b). Since the 'incident' the patient has suffered schizophrenic tendencies causing 
him to now have to spend 90% of his day in isolation. It was at first we believed that this 
experiment was having a positive affect on his stability, but last week he began to converse with 
what he refers to as 'Voices in the Wall', this is one of those conversations.

Note- Patient 43536b is originally from the East London borough of Squattney, and so therefore 
his dialogue is peppered with locally used phrases and slang terms, most of which appear to read 
as nonsense to those unaware of these colloquial expressions.



after and in a weird way I sometimes think the Supers look up to me y'know, they seem to think I'm 
something.....special.

'It's Bertie Wainwright I look up to!' that Nova fella said once 'When I'm in bed at night, I try to 
imagine what it must be like to wear polyester trousers and that cute little flat cap of his, and he 
does it all with no powers...amazing. What a guy!'  He can say what he likes to the press, but I know 
for a fact he's nose was put outta joint when little kiddies started dressing up as yours truly instead 
of that lantern jawed berk, you could almost see the green eyes glowing beneath that daft helmet of 
his. Still makes me chuckle whenever I think about that.

I tell ya what, they pay a blinkin' fortune to gawk at me in 'ere, but I suppose when your days are 
filled with intergalactic space battles and all that, a little bald fella in a nice pair slacks is sumthin' 
to behold, a real novelty. I can see 'em now look, their noses pressed up against the glass while I try 
and get on with me day. For the life of me, I can't see what's so bloody exciting about some old fella 
bleachin' his cloths, but there ya go I suppose. Even with all the gawking and ear wigging it still gets 
lonely in here, but to be honest I was never really much of a people person. I did have a family once, 
but when my Deirdre passed away none of them could be bothered to visit, the ungrateful lot,! The 
last I heard, our eldest, Peter had been bitten by some radioactive bug, and had started calling 
himself Arachnalad or summat. I dunno, a son of mine becoming a caped avenger, the shame of it. 
It's a good job his Mother died in that battle  'cos that would've killed her. She had such great hopes 
for that lad, shame on him.

Y'know, many a moon ago they used to call me 'The most boring man in the world! Cut Bertie 
Wainwright open and he'd bleed beige.' They'd say 'He's nothing special, he's the kinda bloke you 
don't look twice at.' Funny old world really, what with me being the only one left alive and everyone 
that didn't get the skin torn from their charred bones in that battle paying an arm n' a leg to take a 
butchers at me.

So, it's no wonder that I'm going to end it all. I've been here sat at the highest point of me....palace 
for nearly three hours now, just waiting for the ideal moment to jump head first off this mortal coil 
and into the loving arms of my dear departed Deirdre. Mind sound strange but I can't bloody wait! 
I've got butterflies in me stomach jus' thinkin' about it! This so called life of mine has dragged on far 
too long, there's nothing left for me now. Just going to take a few last looks at the world before I'll be 
on me way, not that it's the world I remember. Since, the Supers took control it's all soooo......clean 
and sterile and no-one is the slightest bit interested in my stamp collection or my encyclopedic 
knowledge of eighteenth century steam trains. So that's why I'm up here, waiting. Gawd,, I'm so 
high up, I can't see the bottom. Mind you, that might have more to do with me age then anything 
else, I'm no stranger to cataracts is all I'm saying. That Nova once told me this palace is nearly 
fifteen miles tall, Christ, I feel queasy jus' thinkin' 'bout it. Mind you, he once told me he'd slept with 
over a thousand women, so I take what old bucket head says with a huge pinch of salt.

What a bloody life tho' 'aye? It's been nothing but bad lucked followed by more bad luck, an endless 
marathon of boredom and despair. I've spent my whole life telling me self that one day things'll get 
better. And you know what? They never bloody did, not one jot. My Deirdre used to say that If I didn't 
have bad luck I'd have no luck at all.  I'll tell ya sumthin else, Knowing my luck I'm probably not even 
a 'real' person, I'm probably just some bungling character in a short story, written by some Z-list 
comic creator, desperately trying to prove he can write prose.

And you know what? I think I might be right.
 

End of transcription.



PART 2

RED DRAGON



“Fleet at ninety-seven percent,” the cold voice of Worldmind chimed in Rich's ear.
“Glad you all could make it,” Rich cued to the incoming vessels in his “all ship” communications 

link. Rider knew, soon the Badoon counterattack of Pericles' Crossing would be underway. Even 
better; the Nova Corps, despite set back after set back, were ready for it. Six months of secrecy and 
“brown” ops to formulate an incredible plan was about to pay off. For better or worse, Operation: Red 
Dragon was now a full go.

We were going to turn this war around today, Rider thought. Nothing can stop us.
"Flarking PC," Centurion Clendenon said to Rider as they flew in formation across the bow of a 

rugged destroyer. Next to Clendenon and Rich were an assortment of Nova Centurions and costumed 
allied "Flyers" as they were called. Most of the Centurions wore modified Nova Corps with battle suits 
designed by Tony Stark. A few were powered on their own, super-powered relics of an older era.

Rider gave Clendenon a quick glance and then looked at the dusky planet below. PC was a 
hellhole meat grinder, but despite the veil of death, the planet looked beautiful from space; the 
radiant red streams of liquid magma mixed with the rich obsidian of the mountainous continents and 
contrasted nicely with the grey carbon heavy clouds of the atmosphere.

In the northern hemisphere of the planet, the green band of the "sweet spot" glowed like a 
magic ring of emerald power. That section was the only vestige of a habitable climate on PC. It was 
also a universal reminder that miracles were real, and, no matter what, death in this realm was never 
far from the periphery. To live another day was a privilege, not a right, and even in this cold and cruel 
galaxy, all things needed to fight  to survive. For good, bad, or worse, there were few planets like PC in 
the Universe.

As he looked into the flashes of battle and the red bursts of volcanic eruptions from space, Rich 
thought to himself, Pericles Crossing was a good place to die.

Even still, despite the hopelessness, Rich never thought of this as any kind of “Last Stand”. He 
wanted to die many years from now, watching the Jets at his friend's house in Nyack with a cool Miller 
Light in his hand and snot-nosed grandchildren running around him. As poetic as it would be, Rider 
had no plans to cash in his chips here over at place they called “flarking” PC.

Space calmed for a brief instant. For a moment longer, Rich took in a deep breath and thought 
of home.

Then the inevitable reared its demonic head; in the expanse of space closer to the sun, the 
mega flashes of Badoon warp engines arrived as expected. One by one new hyper-drives popped in 
bright neon flashes of green and yellow. Tachyon fields broke with the conflagration of space/time and 
unloaded a kaleidoscopic fireworks show of bright blues and sparkling oranges. Twenty thousand 
ships at least suddenly blinked into existence. This was the invading Badoon Andromeda fleet in all her 
strength- a full unified flotilla of Snark, Chitauri and Badoon regulars. Likewise, the “great beast” was 
with her, the Scourge of Andromeda and the Deconstructor of Worlds- the mega battleship they 
spoke of in whispers named The Red Dragon. Now, that defiler burst into the system with a blinding 
flash of scarlet and plumes of pyroclastic brimstone.

"Look alive men, that's our huckleberry-right on time, too," Rich told the group.

ichard Rider, otherwise known as Nova Prime, looked back at his men as he soared through the 
vacuum of space. It was hard for the battle-hardened warrior not to crack a smile. Everything Rwas set; now the black of space flashed with the signatures of friendly hyper-drives- stragglers 

of the Nova fleet who had finally answered the call to arms. At the last minute, two more carriers had 
made it from the nearby systems, giving full strength to the defense of Pericles' Crossing in the 
Andromeda system. Even Nick Fury's ship The Rogers had managed to show up on time. It was a damn 
good way to start the day, Rich thought.

STORY SO FAR - The year is 2146 and the Andromeda Galaxy is at war with the Badoon. In the heart of this bloody conflict, members 
of Nova Corps - Syphon Four Two fight, both veterans and newbies such as James Luck from Earth. One such strategic planet that 
both sides considered vital was "Pericles' Crossing" - yet as the war rages on, new hostiles emerge...



"Warp signatures detected: Omega class destroyer recorded. CAUTION," the cold robotic 
Worldmind announced went out over the comm. link.

A fighting general, Richard Rider flew in the front of the main attack complement as his 
element came about. Loaded with the best of the best, his wing was nearly forty of the finest troops 
the Corps had to offer. Most were Nova Centurions, but some were myriad of volunteer and 
conscripted heroes from the Allied planets; the United Front. Trailing behind Rider were ten more 
flights of Nova Corpsmen. They flew in unison to form the main attack complement of Operation: Red 
Dragon. Further back yet, a thousand Nova ships of various shapes and sizes followed in trail. It was a 
huge armada of fighters, destroyers, frigates, some larger gunships and torpedo ships. They all flew 
proudly in standard support positions behind the lines of Corpsmen. The massive hyper-carriers 
pulled up the rear, a stream of smaller fighters and reserve flying centurions stood in the rear to guard 
them.

“Outnumbered twenty to one, not bad odds for this war,” Centurion Clendenon mumbled.
Truth be told, the Nova's flotilla was the ad hoc remnant of a desperate force. Despite the 

optimism of Nova Prime, Operation: Red Dragon really was a last ditch effort by the Allied Nova Corps 
to turn the tide of war and save the Universe from the plague of the Badoon war machine.

This, however, was not the full Nova Andromeda contingent. Medical and Cargo were held in 
reserve with a small guard detach. They hid behind a brown dwarf two light years away. Another 
twelve thousand allied and Nova marines fought planet side for what was left of the surface. Over the 
skies of PC now a gunfight was about to happen, and here, among the stars, were the cowboys.

As it was, the Titan's Fury had the biggest guns in the Wild West. The destroyer extraordinaire 
and Nova Corps own brand of legendary vessel flew below and slightly staggered from Rider's main 
attack wing. Her origins shrouded in mystery, she was the equalizer. On board, Eros of Titan stared in 
the Fury's monitors with a sullen and straight face analyzing dozens of potential attack vectors and 
defense maneuvers for the upcoming fight. The head of the ship, the former Guardian of the Galaxy 
(or Guardian to be, depending how you saw it) United Front Commander Vance Astrovik stood behind 
his friend Eros as he held in his hand the battle worn shield of Captain America, still clad in his ancient 
time-displaced battle suit. He too, was ready for war.

"Glad you could make it, Vance," Rider spoke into his communication feed. “Nice ship you have 
there.”

"I wouldn't miss it for the world, Richie Boy." 

*****

At his own terminal, Eros could not fathom the sheer size of the Badoon fleet before him. It was easily 
twenty thousand ships and armored Badoon space troopers. In the middle of the throng was the 
massive snaking form of the vessel called The Red Dragon. Its ruby eyes burned with the balefire of the 
ancient Forge of All Concordance. The reflective scales lined the hull of the beast and gleamed with the 
scarlet aura of a fire elemental. The vessel seemed more like a thing of gods and magic than a creation 
of science and steel. In between its scales, a strange protective energy surged like bloody magma. The 
serpentine juggernaut was nearly the size of an asteroid belt-a starship and nightmare all in one. If 
ever there was a horror stalking the stars-she was it.

"My God," Eros groaned as he gave a worried look to Astrovik. He had never seen the Dragon 
before. “It's even uglier than I imagined.”

Eros heard now as Rider's voice came over the link, sent out to all the allied formation. 
"Keep your separation and proper intervals. Nobody jump the gun. There's too much riding on 

this, we keep to the plan no matter what. Remember; when the shooting starts, Alpha Wing hits the 
Dragon hard. Formation pattern Zulu, starboard to the eardrums," Rider said in his comm link , "All 
other units follow suit with your assigned fields of fire." His voice clicked in and out, "Flyers will distract 
our target while The Rogers injects the boarding shell in its ear. Then we keep the fleet occupied while 



the Avengers do their thing," Rider came on once more, "I cannot stress enough, keep your fields of 
fire."

Acknowledgements rang in the com feed.
"Firelord is the mark, we wait on him to engage," Rider added.
Now Eros in The Titan's Fury scanned space for the sight of last Xandarian.

****
An ochre light flickered as a man, somehow impossibly on fire in the cold of space came forward 
through the void. Pyreus Kril, the Xandarian named Firelord, banked next to Richard Rider in the tight 
formation. Likewise the last living man of Xandar nodded in acknowledgement. “Let this begin!” he 
boomed.

Rider sailed through space for an awkward moment. He paused his thoughts now, just seconds 
before humanity's most critical fight was about to take place. It was not, however, the first occasion he 
had given such a speech; mankind's most critical fight in this war was always the next fight, and 
extinction was never more than one blunder away.

"You guys know me. I'm not one for speeches. Just remember; everybody dies if we screw this 
up," Rider said calmly. "It's no different than it ever is. I'm not worried about that. Watch your rear and 
the man next to you and everybody will be ok. We fight for each other. We fight for those down on the 
planet. Do your job, watch your fields and we can do this. There's nothing more to say, Rider out." 

Not one corpsman showed a sign of panic as the comm channel clicked and the fleet inched 
forward.

****
On board the forward battle carrier The Rogers, the Avengers boarding team sat in the shoot tube. 
James Quill, aka The Star Lord, prepped his rifle with some last minute modifications. In just a few 
seconds, the quantum shell would blast from The Rogers main battle tube at seven hundred times the 
speed of light and penetrate The Red Dragon's photonic shield and outer hull. Either that or each 
Avenger would turn into superheated butter as the shell hit an unbreakable wall. 

Quill could not help but shake; if the inertial dampeners did their job, the pod would then pop 
out the Avengers team deep into the center of the impenetrable alien ship to wreak havoc and deploy 
"the package" on the main fusion core. Of course, the pod would also cause major damage in the 
process. Heroes or a cosmic grease spot. Sounded simple enough.

Elvin Holiday, aka Rage, looked at Quill. James was wearing his father's battle armor, the one 
his dad had worn in his prime fighting in The Phalanx War and so many other adventures. "Relax Quill, 
it will be just like on Halla. No problem."

Quill looked back at Rage and kept cleaning his weapon, "D'ast, we lost The Defenders and half 
the X men on Halla, Elvin. I'm hoping this goes a little better."

"Look alive men, any minute now." the older bearded soldier who was dressed vaguely like a 
cross between Captain America and a Stormtrooper barked as he took out two small sub machine 
guns from the overheard bin. His Spartois helm was set up on his wild head, but the man was human- 
John Walker from Georgia to be exact, a man once known as the US Agent.

"Quill did you pack the iridium bangalores?" Walker asked.
"Yeah, John they are in the second bin," Quill answered.
"By the way, John…I got a question that's been roasting me alive," Quill asked.
"Yeah?" he replied as he checked and rechecked his weapons.
"How do we get off that ship once we pop the royal top on this pack? I assume this present is 

going to make a big bang." 
"Who says we're going anywhere? Don't assume Quill, just do as told. Trust Uncle Johnny, kid. I 

won't let you down. You're new here, but you're going to have to get on board sooner or later," he 
growled with an insane smile. He was missing a front tooth and even more marbles. “Just do me a 



favor and no more questions, especially not to Neferia,”
Quill looked around, hiding his sarcastic facial expression behind his mask. Beside him, sat the 

former villain Count Nefaria. He was missing half his face and had a bionic attachment fused on his 
head, but his eyes both glimmered with a cold hatred. 

What a flarking ass Walker was, he thought. Trust him? When the hell was this outfit going to trust 
me ? he pondered.

Walker kept his eyes on Quill for a moment, as if to challenge him to ask more questions. The 
young Star-Lord, however, was silent.

Behind Walker, the Inhumans Luna and Red Bolt sat waiting for the battle. A man dressed in the 
Kree uniform of the original Captain Marvel held his Nega bands together as he waited in the fuselage 
of the pod. His name was Nohh-Varr, for now most others called him Captain Marvel. 

Together they were the Mighty Avengers, or at least what passed for them this week. They had a 
high turnover rate these days.

Suddenly, the familiar form of Iron Man came into the pod. A founding Avenger, his age-old 
armor was deeply weathered and battle scarred.

"Walker's right, two minutes till we go... strap in," he said with a voice more haunted than his 
battered armor. With a creak of his armor, Iron Man sealed the pod from outside. It closed with the 
sound of a hermetic vacuum seal.

Walker lowered his helm over his eyes and suddenly looked like that Stormtrooper even more.
“You heard 'em,” he barked and racked the bolt on his blaster. “Now let's get ready to do some 

goddamn avenging.”
Quill felt his ears adjust to the pressure, his heart sink, and saw the lights flicker as they cut out.

*****

Moondragon stood next to Nick Fury on the bridge of The Rogers. She concentrated her telepathic 
powers on a deep mental probe of the shifting space Dragon and the Badoon fleet. Anything she could 
get would provide clues about the thoughts (and strategy) of those on board.

She lost herself in the deep mental trance. A flicker of cosmic awareness settled over her 
psionic powers, the glimmer of the mind gem echoed in her head as she saw the thoughts of her 
enemies.

The Badoon brain patterns were always so chaotic-so violent, she thought. There were Snarks and 
Chitauri among the Badoon. Their minds were different. But there was something even more unique in 
the sea of battle. 

“What is this?” she whispered aloud. Yet she already knew what she had found; the new God's of 
the Badoon, the ones called the “Uplifted”, their minds were so different. They were radiant minds. 
Beautiful and deadly. The only other comparison was an Asgardian. Yet something beyond the veil of the 
tangible within these reptilian gods' minds festered and tainted; unearthly promises, whispered in 
strange algorithms of muddled, angular rhymes-a lust for power and never-ending life. A bond brokered 
in the bowels of the black spaces in-between. I have seen this before somewhere, she thought as the 
darkness reached out. “No….” she spoke again aloud.

Suddenly, her head spasmed with an intense pain. A mental counterattack. Damn, I went too 
far, she thought as she fell to the metal deck. Slowly, she lifted up her head and sat upright. Blood ran 
down her nose and her head split. The probe had found something unfortunate; not within the Dragon 
but the Badoon carrier next to it.

She looked at the "Old man" standing next to her. It was Nick Fury, the aged spymaster of 
clandestine fame. Ignoring her condition, he gnawed on a stogie as he looked at countless image data 
screens and flickering holographic heads up displays.

“What's the word?” he asked.
"Mental wards. Omega level. There are Badoon Uplifted on board the large carrier next to the 



Dragon, Fury" she said as she wiped more of the streaks of blood from her nose. "I feel two of them, The 
Mountain and The Moon. Across the gulfs of space, they hid their presence from me. We should call off 
the attack."

Fury only glanced at Heather Douglas, then he turned his head and looked out at the 
approaching fleet. He stared into the jumble of Badoon ships and data screens, lost deep in thought.

"No." Fury answered as he chewed on his cigar. “We're still a go,”
Moondragon looked at him with squinted eyes. "Why? I just told you there were at least two 

Badoon gods aboard those ships; it's a deal breaker. What's your game Nick?"
"There are no games, no deals and I don't get surprised, lady,” Fury said as he kept looking out 

the portal. "Besides, where would we run to? I'm not leaving the Corps to die down there-" he added, 
"as you spacers say…no flarking way." He turned around to look at the bald woman, who once again 
looked young and haughty like she was only a defiant eighteen years old. "But don't worry cutie… 
these so called gods-" he added, "...I got a special plan for them." 

His face bent into a wicked grin.
****

Rider looked at the serpentine motion of the ridges on the massive Dragon ship. It even moved like a 
real dragon, he thought. Even better; he knew it was moving closer into range and the fight was about 
to begin.

He looked down at Firelord and nodded. "On you Pyr, for Xandar my buddy. We'll be right 
behind you."

"No Richard Rider, so too, this is for your Long Island, my friend," Firelord replied to Rider as 
they flew closer, "Whatever happens today, know this; it was an honor to fight with you Nova Prime. 
You have always sanctified the legacy of my home, even when I have not." he added as he broke off 
toward the heart of the Badoon fleet.

The former Herald of Galactus left only a cloud of trailing cosmic ash in his wake as he dove for 
the fray.

****
On the Badoon hyper-carrier The Soul Stealer, the towering figure loomed on the bridge of the ship 
lording like a primal dinosaur above a wash of blinking lights and holographic displays. 

He was dressed in the sanguine plate-mail of the Uplifted; a special armor, forged by one of his 
divine brothers, the Smith of the Sanctified Blade and born in the fires of the Realm of Molten Pain. To 
match his garb, the giant's red Badoon eyes glowed deep vermilion with the aura of his unquestioned 
divinity. For it was true that this Badoon was a God. And by the grace of his father, he possessed the 
untold power of the united Empire at his fingertips. He was nearly twice the size of a normal Badoon 
and by his side was a massive battle worn axe. Like all divine weapons it had a name, equally 
enchanted and forged in the same hell of lava-soaked lands, the edge was called Tyrrorbilt, and where 
it or its' master trod, pain followed.

As it was, the wielder had a name too-He Who Reaves Mountains stood on the bridge of the 
ship looking at the insignificant assembly of the Nova Corps defilers. "Look at them all. Mammals. The 
foolish whelps will all die this day,” he growled. “Even now, Tyrrorbilt craves warm blood." he spoke to 
his sister next to him, a shimmering Badoon woman clad in polished metal armor.

The Moon's Chilling Glow, was her name, and now she laughed, "You are always so confident 
brother! Do not underestimate these dogs, they have proven strong fighters and the Prime is with 
them. Let us not forget, they are worthy foes."

Her brother remained straight-faced, "The Prime is old and weak. We will crush him and his silly 
men. I will chew on his bones and suck the Nova force dry from his marrow. Even I know that the taste 
of such nectar will be sweet."

A mere mortal Badoon, General Maargoyle watched the two Gods banter from his holo-



terminal on board the flagship destroyer, The Red Dragon. Maargoyle was no God, but he was a 
Badoon of power. The commander of the Andromedan invasion flotilla, aka, the Razor of Andromeda 
and the Arbiter of the Negative Zone. As a trophy he wore the hallow carapace of the entity formerly 
known as Annihilus. On the suit, was still affixed the artifact of power known as the cosmic control rod. 
General Maargoyle had skinned the chitin shell of the damned locust and claimed this trophy when he 
slew the Lord of the negative zone. For him, such memories seemed like a lifetime past.

"My Lords-” he interrupted,  “the fleet awaits your orders." 
He Who Reaves Mountains perked at his garbled words. "Yes, even now they think we do not 

know their plan, pathetic vermin. Tell me General, why do they not know we are their Gods?" he asked 
as he lifted Tyrrorbilt above his head. General Maargoyle looked into his monitor and memorized the 
Nova Corps formations he saw.

“I do not know, my lord,” he eventually replied.
“Because they are dogs!” he boomed, “and now, it is time to cull the weak heart of rebellion 

from the pack.”
He Who Reaves Mountains approached the communication panel and spoke into the terminal, 

"Ships of the Badoon. It is time to sing. Concentrate your songs of destruction on the bulk of the fleet, 
my hand-selected detach will target the craft known as The Rogers. That is all. Full attack, now."

The Moon's Chilling Glow smiled at her brother. 
Maargoyle said nothing as he mirrored the god's commands and ordered his units to motion.
“And so it begins,” He Who Reaves Mountains said to his sister.

****
Firelord sailed toward the approaching mass of Badoon ships with the grace of a runaway comet. 
Several Badoon medium destroyers with support fighters peppered the blazing Xandarian warrior 
with ineffective fire as he neared. His speed was unimaginable as he soared silently toward the 
Badoon center ranks and around clumps of debris and spinning obstacles. Superluminal. Here was the 
tip of the spear; a corona of destructive man with a solitary purpose.

For a moment, Pyreus closed his eyes and felt the cosmic winds on his face. He was traveling so 
fast now - barely a blur in the aether of combat. A huge cosmic flame enveloped his body as he turned 
into a living torpedo. The war, however, had made even the great former herald of Galactus weary of 
battle. He was so tired of strife and death now. 

In his head, visions of his days riding the cosmic winds with his former master Galactus formed. 
He had once been the Avatar for the Destroyer of Worlds. Pyreus would never say it, but he tired of even 
that memory now. The truth was those days had been empty as well. No, there was only one era the 
Firelord truly missed- he longed to feel the cool breeze of Xandar on his face and the gentle touch of 
his daughter once more. The memory of what once was, was now his only peace. 

Within his mind it remained the only place he knew solace. The reality, however, was that it was 
all gone - Xandar was now only a cold graveyard sputtering somewhere in the oblivion of nameless 
space. Even his daughter's grave was ash and dust. Those days were so long ago, how he wished he 
could go back in time and feel that breeze of soft winds once more.

But Pyreus Kril was no sacrificial lamb, nor was this mission a suicide. The shattered memories 
of the cosmos be damned; he was the Firelord, and if the Badoon wanted to kill him, they would have 
to burn.

A fraction of a millisecond later, the mass of his wanton flame hit the Badoon lead destroyer 
with the force of the power cosmic. The aftershock erupted with a refracting ring of kinetic 
destruction and obliterated several nearby ships, buffering waves of flying enemy mobile-astronauts 
as well.

Firelord's body passed through the twisted hull and went out the other side of the ship in a 
glowing rift of molten metal and energy. The sealed starship's frames popped with burst seals, 
reptilian screams, and the incoming vacuum of space. Still, the Herald continued on through with such 



force that he buried himself into two more Badoon gunships before his pace slowed. A massive series 
of explosions erupted from the Badoon fleet as the last living Herald of Galactus came to a stop. He 
stood ready as he whipped his charged stave in front of his body, the power of an elder era coursing 
through both body and weapon.

Let them know this battle has begun, he thought eyeing the tumult of tossed enemy craft.
Now, the cosmic man of fire presented himself face to face with the heart of the Badoon Fleet, 

a formation of Badoon hyper-carriers were dead ahead, approaching his advance, "Ready yourself 
you Lizard-dogs! For today you will feel the might of the last man of Xandar!" 

****

“That's it go!” Rider barked as his flights of flyers and gunships hurtled to react, “All wings attack!”
The defense of PC was now fully initiated and space was ablaze with the flash of war and 

bursting cannons. Wing after wing of Corpsmen dived for the hot swarm of ships, dousing the enemy 
vessels with salvos of gravimetric energy, hard light, and laser. 

Suddenly, a group of Centurions split off toward the lone form of Firelord, while the rest headed 
for the heart of the battle. The massive arclights of laser and proton cannons erupted in a mutual 
volley of shifting chess pieces. Flak clouds burst all around the Nova Corps force. To the untrained eye 
the scene was like a maelstrom of light and churning space, but the vacuum of space was quite as 
death.

****
On board The Titan's Fury, Starfox barked orders at the Power Skrull Paibok and Nova Centurion 
Bradley who slaved at the ship's firing controls. “Dammit, get the auto-firing Gatling online and target 
those snake fighters!”

With the creek of bending adamantium, the Titan's Fury leered toward the battle, its main 
proton cannons blasting away, and a dozen other guns at work. The ship's weapons relentlessly 
focused on the mass of Badoon ships lurching forward. In seconds, the Fury had ravaged several 
Badoon fighters, a destroyer, and a pair of support frigate, as well as scores of poorly protected 
Badoon mobile-astronauts; she was a ship unlike any other and to watch her work was something of 
devilry.

"Get to the carriers Eros, the flyers and Fury have the dragon," the blue and white form of 
General Astrovik ordered as he stood monitoring the battle. “Menace or not, steer clear of that thing!”

"Yeah, easy for you to say, that beast's insane," Eros replied.

****
Richard Rider dove headfirst at nearly the speed of light for the death-ship called The Red Dragon. On 
his flank was his closest lieutenant these days; Wendell Vaughn, the man known as Quasar. Even now, 
the man of light and living energy effortlessly kept up with the frenetic pace of the leader of the Nova 
Corps. Wendell was little more than a being of pure quantum these days, yet still a trusted alley and 
friend. Behind Vaughn was Johnny Storm, aka the Human Torch, who burned bright in his most deadly 
supernova form. A slew of armored Corpsman came behind them, firing at will.

The Badoon destroyers pounded the flyers with flak clouds and magnetic bursts. Hyper-
charged flechettes of metal and charged plasma did the rest.  One by one, Corpsman were hit with 
shrapnel and exploded, set to tail off toward the emerald green grave of the planet PC below. 

“Keep your intervals, dammit!” Rider snapped.
The dragon-ship was a massive sight to behold; she met the oncoming rushes of Corpsmen like 

swarms of sand fleas. Massive metal cables, made from a substance much like adamantium, whipped 
across the solar skies tearing Nova Corpsman and small ships to pieces. Then, even in a sea of missiles 



and laser, the giant tail whipped around and took out a whole wing of Corpsmen. Blasts from gun 
embankments on the ship's skin ripped through the ranks as well. As the lasers flew, explosions from 
dying Corpsmen lit up the broadside of the Badoon dreadnaught.

On board The Red Dragon, General Maargoyle continued to stare straight faced at the battle 
monitor, focused, his arms folded behind him in a form of parade rest as his cosmic control-rod 
crackled with power. 

****
Outside the battle raged.

"That tail's murder on those flyers Vance," Eros said.
"Never mind that, keep on the carrier Eros, murder or not, we have our orders." 
The Titan's Fury swept down and kept on target with the lead Badoon hyper carrier, in front of it, 

Firelord now led a small wing of Nova Corpsmen and space fighters as they made punishing sorties on 
the rows of carriers.

"Clear for Torpedo blast!" Johnny Storm said as the wing split and parted like the red sea.
Nova Prime broke off from what was left of his wing and careened on a bold gun run in front of 

the mouth of the dragon-ship. Wielding a power unknown to most, the Nova unleashed a pair of 
controlled gravimetric bursts into the center of the warship's forehead, dodging the superstructure of 
giant jaws and snapping mandibles. There was, however, minimal effect on the juggernaut.

“Target the cables!” he ordered as Wendell Vaughn sent a beam of hard-light across his front.
Instantly, there was a flash on The Rogers and the blue cannon fire of the ion torpedo blinded 

unprotected eyes in the already brilliant space. Metal panels shook in the whole fleet and rivits 
pattered with vibration. The torpedo sailed at hundreds of times the speed of light and buried itself 
into the dragon's side.

Badoon ships and Nova Corpsmen burst into crumpled balls around the reverberation of the 
point of impact. The dragon undulated with the flow of her engines; when the debris cloud had cleared 
there was only a small patch of damage. For a moment the demonic face seemed to have a bent grin 
upon her prow.

Quasar looked on the results with disbelief, "Jesus Rich, I hope Stark has those shields figured 
out- that torpedo did nothing."

"He will Wendell, we just gotta' do our part. Keep on it.”

****

On board The Rogers, Nick Fury noticed the hail of cannon fire aimed at his ship. Once again, no action 
took the man off guard, not even the rogue splinter-fleet of Badoon ships beaming from the main 
attack straight for the Rogers.

“They're coming for us,” he announced. 
"I don't understand Nick? The ship is fine. We're behind two rows of fighters!" Heather asked.
"They're going for the kill-shot, Heather. Use those powers you got," Fury said as he pointed to 

the monitor. "Probe that speck of incoming light with you mind tricks…tell me what you feel." 
Moondragon looked deep into the monitor. She eyed the incoming cluster and understood. 

The sharp pain returned to her head. Her knees weakened.  "Oh my God, not him…" 
"Yep, fun's about to start, sweet stuff." 
Moondragon wiped the blood again from her nose as it dripped to the floor of the ship.
“Alert security. Get Stark moving…and, for the love of God, get me Drax the Destroyer.” Fury 

barked.

****



The dark fuselage of the approaching gunship had no lights, save for a few faint glows from vital 
panels within the ship. Light flashed outside the thick glass portals like the craft was spinning in circles 
within in a mad cycle of a chaotic washer-machine, yet it was deathly quiet on board. Shiny clad 
Badoon elite Special Forces lined each side of the interior. Not one of the figures uttered a word as 
they waited to sing death's anointed song. Dodging a myriad of enemy fire, the craft lunged up and 
down as it sailed through the flak clouds. Still the ship streamed right for its intended target; the Nova 
Corps hyper-carrier The Rogers.

One light within the craft, however, in particular stood out; there was a sharp green glow from 
the rear of the ship where a Badoon god and member of the Uplifted sat contemplative.

The thing in the back was a mountain, just like his brother. Armored to the core, huge ichor 
stained green armor plates and spaulders protected what looked like a giant container of bubbling 
emerald liquid, mutated muscle and scale. A dark helm with no mouth and tiny holes for red eyes 
perched on his stalwart neck. He held a great razor edged war mace in both hands as he thumbed the 
grips. He spoke no words. He never did. Speech was not his gift- destruction was.

Specifically sitting before him, on each side of the ship's hull were twenty-eight elite Badoon 
Menacers. They were the greatest champions of the Seventy Nine Badoon worlds. All of them were 
hand-picked by He above all as the greatest warriors in the Badoon empire.

Likewise this god before them had a name. It was, of course, impossible to utter in human 
tongues, yet translated close enough as He Who Cleanses the Weak. Though he never uttered even 
Badoon words, now this toxic lord imagined dreams of war and death; PC would fall. Andromeda 
would fall. All the worthless mammal pests would see the Badoon conquer all! They would all soak and 
burn in my flowing blood!

The alarm sounded in his head. He tapped the soldier next to him on the shoulder with an 
emerald paw. The lights flickered. The commander nodded in return.

"Prepare to board," the elite Badoon Commander grunted in the dark ship. 
To be continued…



PART 4

STARSCREAM



i-mon Vey-sarri held onto his hat as the Veliocopter slowly descended onto the octagonal landing platform. The 
platform was built on a series of eighteen pontoons moored forty metres out from the levee in water over ten Tmetres deep. Inter-linking the platform to the facility superstructure was a raised walkway six metres high. Most 

of the walkway's piles were sunk into mud-flats, ancient silt which had laid undisturbed since the age of the Ice-People. 

INTERLUDE 
Delvedia, The Western Velt. Eight years before the arrival of the Sphere...

STORY SO FAR - While Nova619 investigates the doomsday weapon affecting the local star of the planet Delvedia, designed by the Veil 
Kartel adapting Celestial technology, on the planet itself the unfolding disaster is witness through the eyes of a young girl called  Tei-
Sha'qui. However the Kartel are not the only enemy present; a darker more ancient evil inhabiting the body of  Mal'dran've is witnessing the 
end of a million year plan. But how did the evil come to Delvedia? Read on...

On the surface Ti-mon occasionally spotted Zabnacks; small pale land crawling cephalopods slithering through 
the mud, tentacles dipping into the brownish hued silt to extract nutrients. The walkway extended for fifty metres 
reaching over the edge of the flats, sloping away beneath the brackish waters of the delta beyond. At high tide, the water 
would lap against the rough stone clad face of the levee which surrounded the facility. The pontoons were held in place 
by several pre-tensile cables looped around fifteen plas-concrete petitions; the pontoons rose and fell with the tides; at 
the moment the tidal flow was heading outwards. In seven cycles, the waters would flow back, dictated by the 
gravitational tug of the planet's solitary moon. 

Ti-mon had petitioned the Senate several times for the landing platform to be upgraded. In fact many Scientifica 
facilities desperately needed upgrades. There had been debate that the San-tan'An monitoring station was due to be 
closed. The base was important for astrometric research; the air around the poles was so clear and crisp that observation 
was guaranteed for two hundred periods per Mono-cycle. The Senate had other priorities. Upgrades to the Emergency 
Defensive Protocols were top of the present administration agenda. Improvements to MediCEN facilities with new 
industries were springing up. 

Ti-mom knew that Fer-hel'ti' was a Lobbyist. That he was a loyal supporter of Alpha-elect Vi-tanl Ansar.  He 
represented the old order, the old ways. Technology was only acceptable as long as it pushed forwarded the envelope of 
discovery and science while maintaining mutual respect for old traditions, something the Reformists were willing to 
sacrifice.  

He often told Ti-mom as they sat, having eaten freshly caught Zabnack, that if he was even given the choice to 
re-live his youth all over again he wouldn't make the same mistakes twice. Unlike Ti-mon's grandfather, who left the Velt 
to find some niche in the expanding metropolis, Fer-hel'ti preferred a more simple existence. He would have been more 
than happy to have remained in the marshes, content with living off the land just like the Founders. How they had ever 
abandoned simplicity and exchanged it for progress he never could fathom. Perhaps that was why Fer-hel'ti had become 
an archaeologist. It was a need to know. To find that elusive trigger which forever changed the course of Delvedian 
ancient society, comprehending what drove them to abandon the primitive hunter gatherer ways and embrace 
progress; an insatiable unrelenting force. 

The downdraft from the contra-rotating rotors subdued slightly but they kept rotating, the engine ticking over. 
Sliding doors opened and Mal'dran've emerged. He held onto a flat case tightly, his cream hued one piece suit rippling as 
he stepped out, keeping his head low as he left the Veliocopter. As soon as he was clear, the pilot, keeping vigil out of the 
cockpit, pulled the cyclic stick towards him. 
 As Ti-mon and Mal'dran've turned their backs they felt a blast of cold wind buffet them. They held tightly onto 
the supporting rails. The engine's noise became a high pitched drone as the craft took off heading back to the City. As the 
sound died away replaced by the more tranquil sound of water lapping against the levee Mal'dran've asked; “How is he?” 

“Stable for the moment; hooked up to his eyes in Thetrmethdoline but you know how stubborn the old Fanthi is; 
his body may be shutting down but his mind is as sharp as ever.”

Ti-mon escorted Mal'dran've to the facility; twenty inter-locking modules, symmetrical domes with convex 
roofs, walls built from plas-carbine sheeting painted brown and green to blend in with the Velt's geographical character. 
Inlaid into the modules were large circular windows of trans-polymer plates reflecting sun light. Several roofs had nests 
of trans-comm towers; dishes and aerials, festooned with snaking cables and junction boxes shielded against sea 
corrosion. 

Atop the central administration module was a viewing platform; oval shaped, giving a perfect three hundred and 
sixty degree view of the area. During the summer, school parties arriving by ferry would visit the facility to learn about 
the planet's past. History was an integral part of the curriculum. But whether it was appreciated, that was open to 
debate. The young ones still gaped in wonder seeing a fossilised Gran'seon bone being extracted from the silt whereas 
the older ones were more restless. They looked skywards. The stars were beckoning and one day….

On the other side Mal'dran've could see the dig. The levee had been built around the mud-banks holding back 
the waters. Several trenches lay directly in front revealing bands of different hued layers of rock and silt. Jutting from the 
strata were long narrow walls made from octagonal shaped bricks. Tags of blue, orange and white plastic fluttered in the 



wind, each one had a barcode. Conservationists were carefully taking earthenware pottery fragments to a tent to be 
cleaned. Chronostratigraphers collected samples from the layers. The samples contained bone and vegetable 
fragments which accurately determined the geology of the land thousands of meta-cycles ago. 

Mal'dran've was familiar with the data from the site; the climate had been far harsher two million mega-cycles 
ago, in the grip of an ice age that had enveloped the entire planetary mass: a snowball winter. The planet could have 
remained in that cold lifeless state for all eternity and yet something happened, some unexpected event triggering a 
metamorphosis breaking the unyielding cycle. 

There had been many theories: Gravitational shift bringing the planet further into the habitable zone. Massive 
CME activity. Volcanic activity on an unprecedented scale; the volcanoes releasing vast amounts of carbon dioxide into 
the atmosphere creating a greenhouse effect or some exo-spacial event; a collision with an asteroid releasing vast 
unimaginable energy. Whatever the event had been the deadlock had been broken. The planet warmed up and evolution 
was given a second chance to flourish. The oceans warmed. The first multi-limbed ancestor of the Delvedian race 
emerged from the oceans onto the land. Around them, ice gave way to lush carboniferous forests, swathes of Ventil trees 
covering the delta lowlands, stretching back to the mountains beyond. 

Time passed by. Many of the trees withered and died, huge trucks falling into the mud compressed and 
transformed into rich coal seams several metres thick. The forests gave way to areas of tundra as the climate began to 
get colder for a second time, eventually buried under ice and snow as the northern cap expanded downwards, its fringes 
dipping crevasses into the ocean. The second ice-age, twenty three and a half thousand mega cycles ago, was mercifully 
brief, lasting less than eight thousand cycles, yet even so its sudden end, like the first, was still a enduring mystery. 
Evolution advances as civilization now makes claims to the lands. The ice retreats, the land now scarred by slightly 
deeper valleys northwards while the tundra was replaced by wetlands and marshes as the climate got warmer.  

Geophysical analysts were surveying the ground to the right of the imposing archway set into the bank, 
scaffolding supporting the shallow slope on either side. The tunnel was clearly visible, illuminated by light globes 
attached to the ceiling, power cables running back to generators in the facility blockhouse, a separate construct built on 
the opposite side of the island. Walkways in four by four grids connected the site. Ahead, Mal'dran've could see Vel'thli, 
Ti-Mon's intended. She was standing in the entrance to the Reception block. She extended her right hand and 
Mal'dran've nibbled it. 

“You've lost weight”, she said. “I didn't think administrators had time to exercise.”

“I still endeavour to swim twice a week.” Mal'dren've replied. “Unlike Ti-mon who needs to be cajoled into having 
recreational periods, I find it a necessary distraction. Jen'lti sends her regards incidentally.”

“I hope you have serious words with him”, Vel'thli teased, nudging Ti-mon in his side. “He's been working well 
into the pre-dawn hours since he had to take over as Temporary Operations Supervisor. I take it you've come to relieve 
him? I hope so. He's been a right Anaxi!!”

“I certainly have not!”

“I have the necessary transferral orders here”, Mal'dran've said, tapping his case. “But we all know Fer-hel'ti is 
not going to approve.”

“You know it will break his heart”, Vel'thli said sadly. They'd entered the Reception Block, walls painted white. 
Dark blue tiles covered the floor. Overhead, transparent domes let in natural light. They turned right passing the 
corridors leading towards the science labs. In the opposite direction the habitation wing, cafeteria and communal 
kitchen. The facility had six storage pods for food; drinkable water was provided by a desalination plant. At the other end 
of the corridor was a small medical facility and Fer-hel'ti quarters. 

“He's devoted so much of his life to his dream, endeavouring to find that elusive link and now when he's on the 
verge of achieving it….”

“Don't I know that.” Ti-Mon added. “But unless we go through with it, everything he's done, everything we've 
done, will be for nothing. We can't guarantee funding next year; the Reformists are determined to topple the Senate's 
majority in the coming elections. We have to consider the options for external funding. I don't like the idea of having to 
accept the offer from Tan-Keirt but what choice do we have if we remain isolated. I have to do what I think is right and 
Mal'dran've concurs with me.”

“So you've already made you minds up. Doesn't Gev'ili get a say in this? He maybe ill, his body immobile; but he 
can still think!” Her voice echoed along the corridor.

“Please Vel'thli, I don't want him to he…”

“Ti-mon. Sometimes I just can't comprehend you! I'll. I. I'll.” She shook her head. Ti-mon placed a hand on her 
right shoulder. She shrugged it away. “I've got some tests to do on the new batch of finds. I'll let you speak to him alone 
but I don't know if I'll ever.….“ She took two steps down the corridor. “I'll see you later on.”

Vel'thli turned and continued walked back to the junction where the corridor branched off to the Science Labs. 
She stopped, looking back momentarily to Ti-mon. Then she was gone. 

“She seems stressed”, Mal'dran've said; stating the obvious was a particularly bad habit of his. 

“She's under a lot of stress. We were due leave next month to prepare for our Joining.” 



“Have you chosen a name yet?”

“We both did. Tel-shal-qui. It means “little star”.”

“How are the personal coping?”

“They're just carrying on with the daily routine but they're all deeply concerned about Gev'ili. He's been a part of 
all their lives for a long time. If it wasn't for his passion, we wouldn't be here now having this conversation, having to make 
this felthi'n decision!”

“Ti-mon, we're both bound to due-process. We have to face reality. Gev'ili's tenure is untenable. His ways 
obsolete. You didn't want to take the position. Neither did I but if we're going to ensure continuity…The board's decision 
was a formality. Just let the deception lie for a few more cycles and it'll be easier on everyone…and besides, with all this 
pressure off your shoulders you and your intended can ensure your Joining takes place before the end of the lunar cycle. 
Signing the document is just a formality. Do you want me to come with you to his room?”

“No. I don't think that's appropriate. I've prepared a log of the facility, current status regarding the excavation. 
There are some files you'll want to purview of the latest finds. If all goes well we'll break the seal to the inner chamber this 
evening.”

“Then I will see you this evening.” Mal'dran've turned and left for the administration suite on the deck above. 
Mal'dran've hadn't changed in one way. He made have slimmed a bit around the waist but he still couldn't say goodbye. 

Fer-hel'ti was sleeping when Ti-mon entered the day-room in the Medicom wing. Ken'sal-thi was with him. His Uncle 
looked up and acknowledging Ti-mon wanted to be alone slowly and quietly rose from his seat. He placed his left hand on 
Ti-mon's shoulder. His eyes said it all. Then he walked and left the room, closing the door behind him. 

Gev'ili Fer-hel'ti was five hundred and eighty three; his lined faced looked as ancient as one of the clay pots Ti-
mon had extracted from one of the trenches the other day. He lay still, his head resting on a curving plastic support, with 
a small white oval pillow slipped behind his long skeletal neck. His body was immersed in a small shallow bath filled with 
mineral salts. Several leads and sensors attached to his bare chest trailed to monitoring equipment next to the bath. Ti-
mon saw that Gev'ili's heartbeat was slow; forty beats a minute. His chest rose up and down and a slight hiss escaped 
from his dried lips. His eyes were closed but the lids were twitching. 

Fer-hel-ti's insatiable compassion to know more about the past, to learn the secrets of the ancients ensured he 
undertook a journey criss-crossing the Great Continent, using the Ni-Halio for inventive inspiration. The ancient 
scriptures were mostly written in an obscure cuneiform. Fer-heli'ti knew of their significance. Scholars had long since 
accepted the fact that the writings were transcribed from the very words uttered by An-sal-Tal, a prophet of the living 
Tripartite The Gods of all creation. Their Sigel, three interlocking squares appeared frequently throughout the Ni-Halio. 

Fer-hel'ti had spent years endeavouring to translate the scriptures by finding the cypher-code; that one unique 
element which would unlock the secrets contained within. He travelled to the southern shores where the remains of 
Second Pre-Ice Age Delvedians, the Ice People, had been found entombed inside a warren of caves and caverns; the walls 
were covered in paintings, images etched out in blood and vegetable matter that had seeped into the strata. He stood 
amazed, looking at the pictograms; spindly humiforms hunting Gran'seon, herds of quad-pedal fur sheathed creatures 
had roamed the grasslands, migrating every spring from the tundra to the warmer climates below the Tropic. 

He saw the earliest form of alter; a simple pile of stones lay out in a triangular shape, offerings smouldering, the 
smoke rising to the heavens above to appease the Gods. He knew the key to unlock the divine mysteries was out there, 
somewhere, but it remained ever elusive. It was his hope that he would find it but time was not on his side. 

It was while he was travelling to the Western Velt, back to his homeland, that Fer-hel'ti knew something was 
wrong with him. His joints had got progressively more painful over the last stages of his journey. He suffered bouts of 
nausea. One afternoon at his home, his wife found him. He'd fallen hard to the floor of his study, papers scattered around 
him having been toppled off his ornate desk. Ti-mon knew Fer-hel'ti did not prefer to use technology for his research. 

He'd met him during his time at the Acdamanteliat where he has also met Mal'dran've. Fer-hel'ti's was his 
Historian. It was Fer-hel'ti who opened up the widow to his own passion to explore the past while Mal'dran've embraced 
the past; and the unknown: the future. When Ti-mon found out that Professor Fer-hel'ti had been taken ill he went 
several times to the ward to visit him. Fer-hel'ti had been diagnosed with advanced stages of Malignant Neoplasm 
Pyramodosis. He'd never liked doctors. If he had then perhaps the illness could have been diagnosed earlier. DNA 
methylation would slow the active malignant cells from spreading further but the damage was already done. Fer-hel-ti 
knew he was living on borrowed time. If Fer-hel'ti had been thirty years younger he would have qualified for 
transplantation; but donors were a rare commodity. Organ donation was still a taboo to many despite promotions and 
advances in traditional medicines. Fer-hel'ti accepted the DNA methylation treatments but knew his life would 
eventually slip away, his Isali consigned to remain in eternal union with the singing star. 

A year before diagnosis, Fer-hel'ti told Ti-mon that he had made a significant discovery. Fishermen in the 
Western Velt had come across some monumental structure. The structure was poking out of a mud-bank. The summer 
had been long and hot. Delta water levels had dropped considerably, drying out several tributary channels, driving the 

****



shoals of Slak into deeper depressions where the delta waters intermingled with the warmer waters from the ocean. 
Pools had formed in the tributaries, trapping hundreds of Slak, flopping helplessly, life sustaining fluid ebbing away as 
the pools evaporated. Flocks of Gen, their distinctive pink feathers silhouetted against the globe of the Oracle drew the 
attention of fishermen. When the fishermen arrived they saw a pack of Ban-jirn, their heads just visible above the 
surface. Several more Ban-jirn herds were close by, youngsters were enjoying a rare delicacy, their claws ripping apart 
Slak which the elders had caught in the shallow waters. Ban-jirn were over a metre tall, their long shaggy brown fur 
mattered with late morning dew. Six stumpy legs that never got entangled, ensured Ban-jirn could move quickly from 
predators such as Sli'vel, twelve metre long reptilian eating machines which devoured anything silly enough to encroach 
upon their territories, sinuous bodies curled up in barrows of mud held together by mucus secreted from glands located 
around their mid-drift. The fishermen didn't have to worry about Sli'vel; they were predominantly nocturnal and stories 
about them dragging unwary fishermen to a watery grave were regarded these days as urban myths. 

Fishing, like the life sustaining waters, was an ebbing trade. Twenty kilometres out from the delta, the first 
commercial aquaculture farms were nearing completion. Conical pens up to sixty metres wide would draw in shoals of 
Slak and other varieties. The end of the pens lead to holding raceways mounted within six artificial reefs, each capable of 
holding up to two million specimens. The bounty of the ocean was limitless. The stronger fish would be fed and nurtured. 
Culled and transported to the City for consumption. Some of the older ships had been mothballed, however a few 
entrepreneurial optimists had converted their ships and entered the tourism trade, bringing school parties, day-
trippers, sight-seers to embark on trips down the river from the city, to meander through the passable tributaries 
observing the wildlife, looking at the dig from the observation deck and later travelling up the coast to Ann'thilan, a small 
port which also doubled for a leisure retreat where they could catch an inland commuter back to the city. 

Fer-hel'ti studied the drawings the fishermen had sent him. Long angular stones, two sides smooth, occasionally 
pitted with age but the facing side was what had made Fer-hel'ti excited. Even though only the uppermost lintel was 
exposed he could clearly make out An-sal-Tal's sigel. Fer-hel'ti used his own private funds to organize the first excavation 
of the site. Only later as the first finds were sent back to the Scientifica for carbon analysis did it become clear that the 
structure was truly exceptional. The first established Post-Ice Age settlement. Additional funding was sought and 
granted from the Scientifica. Fer-hel'ti requested Ti-mon to join the team to act as transcriber. He had developed his own 
de-cryption techniques using Fer-hel'ti's synomic thesis as a base form. 

Three weeks ago the most significant find had been made. Fer-hel'ti' described every find as significant: a cap-
stone inside the primary Dolemai chamber, the seals undisturbed. It was the Dolemai that they would see this evening 
and with luck witness what lay below the cap-stone revealing treasure or whatever hidden secrets waiting to see the light 
of the modern era.

The professor opened his eyes, as if he knew Ti-mon was there. Ti-mon sat down on the chair next to the 
treatment bath. Fer-hel'ti's long term prognosis was a fore-gone conclusion. Ti-mon accepted that. For now, his family 
doctor prescribed sessions of balneotherapy between the DNA methylation shots. Ti-mom could smell the vapours; an 
infusion of sodium, magnesium, sulphides and Vel'hais needles. The liquid gave Fer-hel'ti relief from the pain in his joints; 
the calcified ulcers forming pyramid shaped nodules scarring his residual plasmoid shell. 

“Ti-mon…shouldn't you be with your intended today?”

“I will be later ser. I wanted to see how you were.”

“I'm fine!” Fer-hel'ti' said, his voice showing a hint of his old authoritarianism. “I shouldn't be here, wallowing in 
this sloop. There are arrangements to make, the opening…”

“It's all in hand ser. The seals will be broken tonight. It will be a momentous occasion.” 

“Hand me my robe!” Fer-hel'ti tried to raise his head, his body shifted, the sloop splashed over the edge of the 
tub, rivulets running down the side and onto the green tiled floor. He leaned forward, his right hand trying to clutch the 
bathrobe hanging up on a hook, his left holding the edge of the tub for support. Ti-mon just watched as Fer-hel'ti's face 
contorted into a grimace, wrinkles bunching up around his eyes, streaming tears. He let out a gasp and felt a pressure in 
his chest….his body betraying him. 

“Damn this….damn this…” His voice was quieter now, self-pity creeping in. Ti-mon called the nurse in from the 
Medico next door and together they made sure Fer-hel'ti was resting comfortably.  

“Did I ever tell you how I..er…got interested in them. ahh…past?” Ti-mon knew the story. He'd heard it several 
times but he didn't mind listening to it again.

 “One day I was in my garden. I was knee high to a Banjorn. My father had hired contractors to build an 
ornamental pool. He'd dug out the foundations, a hole so deep I thought he was digging his way to the other si--de of the 
planet!! Now my parents had told me to stay away from the hole but like all ah-ungh kid's curiosity got the better of me. I 
saw something glinting in the light of the Oracle, half-buried in the bottom of the hole. I wanted to know what it was. I put 
my leg over the lip of the hole and slid down the side of the muddy bank, knowing full well Mother would curse me for 
getting my clothes dirty. But then…ah-ugh…feel so weak….I saw the glint…I scooped the earth away with my hands and 
saw it was a coin. No bigger that one of my fingers. Wasn't rare; didn't matter then cause all I wondered was how did it get 
there? Buried deep down….it was an inspirational moment my pupil. I wondered what else was buried under the ground, 



long forgotten. What wonders would be unearthed? Would I one day know who walked the soil thousands of years ago, 
who made the footprints in the sand? Who made the figurines of brass and gold, the first fully preserved Heliocyle which 
we found two seasons ago? Who gave the Oracle its name? I wanted to know…..

…..Ti-mom I believe I've found the answer. It's in there, in the cave behind the seal. Waiting to be revealed, just like that 
coin that I held tightly in my hand while my father pulled me out of the hole and gave me such a hiding! You're the only one 
I've told, the only one I can trust. I have to know. I have to know if I was right…Damn this!” 

“You'll be there ser. I've arranged for live-feed to be squirted to your up-link. You'll see everything. You won't miss 
a thing.”

“Seeing it on a screen takes away the mystery! You have to physically feel it. The textures, the nuances to 
appreciate the story of the artefacts you've unearthed, interpret the clues to define a hypothesis, to unravel the mystery. 
I have to be there Ti-mom….I have….cough cough…. 

“He needs to rest. “ The nurse said simply, adjusting the head-rest. 

“I have to go ser….the preparations…..”

“…To impress the paper-pushers at the Senate? Oh we have to make a good show. Would be different if Ansar 
becomes Prime. That smear of a Flak Jen'sal just doesn't understand. ….”

“There is another way ser. Mal'dran've's spoken with Tan-Keirt. He's pledging to support the facility's works as 
long as you're willing to pledge support for the Reformation.”

“Tan-Keirt! I don't know who is worse! Tan-Keirt only supports initiatives as long as he can place his name for all to 
see. He certainly doesn't do anything out of beneficence. And you know Fel'thin well my views on those Sal'thli. 
Mal'dran've. He was due to come here today wasn't he? Well for one I don't want to see his face. He is most unwelcome…”

“Ser, Mal'dran've is only trying to…”
“Ti-mon. I know perfectly well what Mal'dran've wants. His family has been vying to usurp my position. 

Mal'dran've is no friend of mine. Nor should he be a friend of yours.” 
“Ser it isn't like….”
“Leave me be….just leave me be…..”
Fer-hel'ti turned his head away from Ti-mon's gaze and closed his eyes. Fer-hel'ti's stubborn streak was an 

enduring and exasperating part of his character. He knew Fer-hel'ti would never accept any funding from the 
entrepreneur. And he knew he would never sign or accepts the agreement.  Ti-mon hated to think what would happen 
considering his teacher's condition and yet as Ti-mon left the Medico and walked to the lab to find Vel'thli to see if she was 
willing to spend some much needed quality time before tonight's opening, he knew he would not allow Fer-hel'ti to see 
his dream slip away like sand running through outstretched fingers. He owed him that much. He reached the intersection 
with the stairwell leading up to the administration block. He paused and climbed the steps to go and see Mal'dran've. He 

****
It was early evening.  A cold wind was blowing from the delta. The Oracle was slowly dipping down towards the horizon; 
red light casting shadows across the dig site. Ti-mon and Mal'dran've were walking to the mouth of the cavelet. Everyone 
wore protective headgear and insulated overalls and footwear to keep them warm and wet-free, an irony thought 
Mal'dran've considering their races' oceanic lineage. 

Ti-mon was wearing a Comm-link clipped around his right ear; the slender goose stalk arcing around just above 
his mouth. Behind Ti-mon, a junior team-member, also wearing a Comm-link, had volunteered to record the event using 
a hand-held camera. The camera sent data-streams back to the facility CPU for archiving and analysis, a second feed was 
squirted into Fen-hel'ti's quarters. Ti-mon hoped Fen-hel'ti was watching. If he knew the old falthi, his urge to see what 
lay underneath the cap-stone would ensure his participation despite his tenacious stubborn streak.

As they approached the entrance to the Van'tai, Mal'dran've looked at the four orthostats guarding the 
elongated square shaped portal. He saw the elaborate cuneiforms carved into the ancient rock, the symbol of the 
tripartite encased in a triangular shaped cartouche. Above the portal, on a horizontal lintel, was a circular shaped 
impression with radiating lines; a stylistic representation of the Oracle. It was a familiar icon; cropping up on countless 
fragments of First and Second era pottery and artefacts. 

The entrance was on a slightly higher level than the metallic plated walkway which bisected the primary 
trenches. Eight steps lead up, the sides defined by support rails. Either side were ramps which had been used to allow 
hydraulic powered skip-trucks to trundle along a single gauge track. They had been used to extract accumulated silt and 
compacted mud out of the tunnel beyond. The mud was taken to a enclosure where it would be washed and filtered to 
ensure no artefacts were missed. Once processed, the mud was transported along a conveyor belt and dumped onto the 
mud-flats beyond the levee, there to once more become one with the ancient landscape. 

“Fen-hel'ti's certain the structure is a first era Van'tai for several prominent chieftains from the Western Tribes,” 
Ti-mon explained as he and Mal'dran've walked up the short flight of steps to the entrance way. 

“Carbon dating places it at around thirty two point seven thousand mega-cycles ago, sometime after the fifth 
warming began.” 

“We're quite sure this was not the first centralized area of ceremonial activity. Geo-resonance came up with a 



number of circular indentations, twenty metres wide, fifty meters due west; we think they were timber circles; the 
timbers have long since decayed but the post holes were still clearly defined in the silt.” 

Mal'dran've reached out and touched the nearest supporting stone column feeling its rough tactile surface 
beneath his fingers; despite their age, the carvings and elaborate cuneiforms were crystal clear as if they had been 
etched into the stone only yesterday.

“How big is the structure?” Mal'dran've asked. 
“The only part you can see is the section of the entrance that we have uncovered; built into the tributary bank. 

Most the structure is underground; we estimate it to be approximately ninety metres across, fifteen metres high in a 
semi-circular configuration. At least we think it is.”

Mal'dran've noted the hint of uncertainty in Ti-mon's voice. “You're not entirely sure?”
“It's a mathematical estimate. We got good readings from the GEOres but there were a lot of anomalous 

readings that still don't make a lot of sense. We just carried on and concentrated on what we could see physically once we 
cut a ten metre section out of the bank-face, after Fer-hel'ti conjectured the probable location of where the main 
entrance was. Not that he needed to: it was very well signposted. The entrance is surrounded by ninety-five rectangular 
kerbstones, made of Granitiste. So, too, are the exposed lintel stones. We think a ceremonial walkway would have lead to 
the entrance, constructed of quartzite cobbles lined with pits which would have been filled with oil and lit for 
illumination.”

“That's it. Tell him everything. You're making this into a docu-show Ti-mon….” Fer-hel'ti's rasping voice said via the 
Comm-link. 

“Ser, if you want to ensure a proper…”
“I maybe old Ti-mon, I may be confined to quarters because my body has decided to give up the ghost; but I won't miss 

this defining moment. I'll be watching you every step of the way. Thanks to this confounded technology…”
By now they had passed beyond the threshold and entered the long central passage, the avenue, leading to the 

Dolemai, the mound's central chamber. The ceiling was concaved ribbed with traversing lintels; large lintel stones of 
Cortilizte. Flecks of quartz glinted; illuminated by the biolum orbs festooned at two metre intervals along the entire 
length. Rays from the setting sun also crept along the passage, blood hued red and orange but they went no further than 
five metres in…

“The structure is on a perfect western alignment.“ Ti-mon was saying. “There are six roof boxes which originally 
would have let natural light to illuminate the grand passage though only the one above the door lintel is unobstructed. 
We've run mathematical models and determined the Oracle's light would illuminate the entire length every solstice. The 
vernal equinox is due in a month's time. It would have been a perfect opportunity to observe the phenomenon but 
considering the funding….”

As they walked further down the avenue, Mal'dran've realized the passageway was running downhill at a five 
degree slope. The walls were smooth plates of granite, covered in pictograms broken up by cuneiforms. Ti-mon 
explained that the pictograms showed the building of the structure.

It had been an audacious undertaking for the tribe; the kerbstones had been sourced from quarries thirty 
kilometres away, hewn from the cliffs overlooking the estuary mouth. It still remained a mystery how the stones had 
been moved over the undulating Velt. Some of the pictograms depicted teams of men with ropes and sled-like 
constructs with huge megaliths lashed upon them with rope; yet how had they transported them over the marshes 
where in places unwary animals had found themselves trapped in the boggy wetlands, sometimes starving, more often 
sucked underneath the putrefying muck of decayed vegetable matter and mud. Other pictures showed the first 
permanent settlements; mud-brick houses with conical roofs covered in clumps of bark and leaves; a central recess 
which allowed smoke from the cooking fires to rise unheeded into the then warmer atmosphere.

As the small Scientifica congregation reached the end of the tunnel, their shadows passed over gaping oval 
holes, ante-chambers, nine on each side of the passageway. Above the recesses was a frieze: an elaborate bevelled 
drawing richly coloured. Mal'dran've was amazed to see how well preserved the artwork was. Ti-mon saw his eyes gazing 
upwards and smiled.

“Quite amazing.”
“It's one of the best examples of first era relief ideograms I've seen for a long time. Fen'hel'ti is convinced it's the 

earliest depiction of the arrival of the Tripartite themselves. You can see them there.” Ti-mon pointed upwards to his 
right. Mal'dran've looked up and saw three large figures. Bi-pedal; their bodies glowing with mystical energy and flames 
as they descended from the heavens. Even though the figures were thousands of years old, the unknown artisans who 
have created the masterpiece showed the intricate details of the armour the figures were wearing. One was 
predominantly black with gold edging. The other two were silver and gold. 

“The gold figure is a depiction of Older Brother, the figure to his right, the silver one, is Younger Brother. The one 
in the centre is the Progenitor. However if you look closely there's a fourth image behind her; Fer-hel'ti' thinks it's the 
earliest representation of the Fallen One.”

“Is he sure?”
“Images of the Fallen One are extremely rare. Although mentions of his existence appear throughout early First 



Era transcripts, such as the An-sal-Tal' myths, his description is always vague, illusive. The Beast. The Unknowable One. 
The Bringer of the Dark Truth. As you can see here…” 

Ti-mon pointed to a panel above the third hole to his left…”He's shown again here taking on a variety of different 
forms, a Zanthai, Shalk, before adopting a Delvedian form seducing Ven-sani on the Eternal Beach. The Sphere is above 
his head one moment, the next you can see it's inside Ven-sani, pregnant with his offspring….”

“And so she goes off to the Garden and.”
“Everyone knows the rest of the story Ti-Mon, even the more lurid variations!”
“After that, Ven-sani's duel offspring return to the sea, returning every lunar cycle to the same beach, founding 

the first tribes who leave the water to permanently live upon the land. As time goes by, the mark of the Fallen One 
diminishes as the radiance of the singing star drives the corruption into the shadows. But it's always there. It never goes 
away. Children still speak of the Gyrox living under the beds, stealing their dreams during the periods of restless sleep. I 
know, my parents used to tell me that tale when I was young. It frethin scared the life out of me. Sure kept me obedient 
after I'd been naughty.”

“Not that for one minute I'm a believer that there's any fact to this stories. I'm a realist. But this last panel…” 
Maldran've pointed to it, just before the tunnel widened out. “Part of it seemed to have been damaged.” 

“We think it was deliberately defaced though it's only conjecture….” Ti-mon replied. “Each of the twelve 
recesses you see either side were possibly occupied by successive Chieftains of the Southern and Western Tribes after 
they amalgamated. When they died their bodies were cremated and placed on the basins occupying each recess. We 
think the ceremonies were held during the Vernal Equinox. The Oracle's light would illuminate the whole tunnel, the 
recesses and the main ante-chamber beyond, speaking of which…”

Ti-mon lead Mal-dran've into the Dolemai, followed by Scientifica team, their movements still scrutinized under 
Vid-cam. Fer'hel'ti, Ti-mon could imagine, was probably endeavouring to ignore the pain in his body, his mind solely pre-
occupied with the task that lay ahead. 

They came into a semi-circular chamber fifteen metres wide. Six large Biolum orbs resting on Terlium tripods 
illuminated the chamber. The corbelled roof consisted of an intricate lattice of bevelled white Cortilizte slabs arranged in 
radiating arcs from an central abutment. Secondary supporting arches gave additional strength transferring the tensile 
stresses to walls over six metres thick. The pattern was a stylized representation of the Oracle, its radiating rays 
illuminating the chamber since the time the Ice People constructed the edifice over sixteen thousand mega cycles ago. 

In the centre of the chamber, directly below the disc, embedded into the cobbled floor, smears of river mud still 
clinging between the ridges, was the cap stone. The cap-stone was just under eight metres in diameter set into a circular 
stone collar. Both were made from white Cortilizte, a type found in glacial valleys one hundred kilometres north in the 
Grln'tel mountains. Crystal grains denoting swirls and loops of the stone's striking, sensual topography glinted under the 
artificial light. 

Mal'dran've noticed that there was a slight coating of ice on the surface of the cap-stone extending down the 
sides of the bevelled collar, forming an irregular ring of permafrost fifty centimetres around the fringe. The cap-stone 
was only one-third visible. How deep the stone had been cut from its parent stone was a complete unknown. Even 
through the fine coating of ice, Mal'dran've could tell it was ultra smooth, tooled by precision carving using the then most 
sophisticated Neolithic tools. To further emphasise the impressive dexterity of its designers, the stone, whole, had been 
lowered into a corresponding circular recess only five centimetres larger than the cap-stone itself. 

Surrounding the neolithic was cutting edge modernism: a Hav-lac hoist. Fifty two discs made from cuprate-
perovskite ceramic cemented to the cap-stone's nineteen centimetre clearance edge; each a superconductor charged 
by a liquid helium flow. Fitted around the cap-stone was an accompanying ring of Vanadium alloy, currently glinting with 
a sheen of ice, which acted as a  focus for the magnetic field. When the hoist was activated, the techs would have to 
periodically scrape the ice layer away, knowing it would return every quarter cycle. The ring would rise on a series of thirty 
runners, exerting a force over -fifty Tesla. It was a novel way to lift a stone weighing over two tons; Ti-mon knew the same 
principals were being used in the construction of the new Loop railway; a massive endeavour to provide efficient free 
transport around the city.

The Ice People would have employed a similar, simpler methodology, using physical strength to lower the stone 
into place with precision accuracy. The Techs had to be careful with the lift; analysis of the stone had detected several 
micro-fissures, points where the large stone had been splintered away from its parent strata node. If anyone of them 
fractured. They would be monitored while the stone as lifted, raised slowly, carefully, micron by agonizing micron. The 
process would take four, sic cycles. It would be a long night….

The cap-stone, and the chamber it sealed, was the enigma that had irresistibly acted as a siren to Fer'hel'ti. He 
had seen references to the Southern Temple in obscure texts and manuscripts from earlier Scientifica scholars who had 
laboured to decipher the mysteries of the Ni-halio. When Fer'hel'ti had seen visual clues to the temple in the caves up 
North and seen the images captured by the fishermen he known deep in his hearts that this was where his life work would 
be vindicated. He'd seen how eager Ti-mon had been, his translation skills were exemplary and with additional tutorage 
Fen'hel'ti knew the young Archaic would realise his own dream. Mal'dran've too had played a part, one Ti-mon knew 



Fen'hel'ti has slowly distanced himself from as the seasons came and went. Mal'dran've had an intuitive skill to organize 
the necessary essentials to ensure the facility was set-up after the Scientifica had granted funds to cover the dig for a two 
year lease: arrange for equipment to be purchased, habitat and laboratory modules to be transported and erected, 
technicians to build the levee and drain the Velt marshes and river tributary around the site where the suspected 
structure lay hidden deep down in the ancient mud, labourers, supplies to be sent out on a monthly basis, the usual long 
list of logistical commodities and demands. Mal'dran've had connections: at least on the surface. Ti-mon knew his 
friend's father was a prominent entrepreneur. Had the necessary connections and contacts and could make those 
arrangements and provide the dig's comprehensive list of needs and musts within budget. Ti-mon and Fen'helti had 
recruited the team of archaeologists. Mostly Post-Acdamanteliat students eager to flex their newly acquired 
qualifications in art factual preservation, carbon-dating, geo-synch surveying…while others were students still enrolled, 
the dig becoming part of the accredited curriculum. 

Things had gone well once the facility was up and running. The bank, now accessible, was surveyed using ground 
penetrating radar to locate the defined edges of where the stones, still hidden beneath the slit and mud lay in parallel 
with those exposed to the elements. Fen'hel'ti was a traditionalist wanting to use test-pits to carefully reveal the hidden 
bases and any other structures layer by layer. But Ti-mon and Maldran've, especially Mal'dran've, had to push over the 
advantages of newly developed GEOres. Fen'hel'ti was a sceptic but even he was amazed to see the first images of what 
treasure lay hidden beneath the delta river bank. GEOres transmitters were erected at five meter intervals along the 
thirty meter section of river bank, polarized high frequency radio waves directed invisibly into the bank, the return 
signals reflected back and transferred to the screen for the eager team to see. It took GEOres a few minutes to give a 
tantalizing taste of what was hidden; clay laden, water penetration sub-strata acted against the GEOres, only allowing 
the signal to penetrate maybe a few metres or more metres into the bank, but any bulky structures such as stone would 
show up, their density acting like a flag being waved by a student in a fog bank. It became apparent that what lay hidden 
was large, and more complex than any other First or Second era site previously scrutinized. But there was a mystery too. 
Beyond the stone lining, scans showed nothing but a void. Whatever it was GEOres signals were simply being reflected 
back. It baffled the team but in a way is a sign from the Oracle; a compulsion to know what lay in the heart of the 
structure. To learn what the unknowable anomaly was. 

The entrance to the mound was exposed two months later after the whole site was surveyed. Even now the 
exact extent of the site was still unclear; a ceremonial structure with a settlement in front and behind on the sloping bank 
of a Delta tributary millions of years old. When the Dolemai was opened up and the cap-stone located, Fer-hel'ti saw the 
enigma and mystery brew anew. GEOres would not penetrate the chamber below the cap-stone, the source of the 
anomaly. One of Ti-mon's “bright sparks” suggested that the granite contained traces of Uranium Two Three Four; with a 
half-life of over two hundred million years. Natural radiation which although not sufficiently harmful to organics, 
pockets of accompanying Radon gas could be. Lucas Cell testing had been carried out around the site and results 
thankfully showed no Radon pockets trapped beneath the rock strata but the energy flux was there, concentrated below 
the cap-stone, defying analysis. All they could see was the void. That was sixty five cycles ago. 

“I can feel the cold even through this…,”Mal'dran've complained, tapping the thermal suit. As he spoke wisps of 
vapour exhaled from his mouth and nostrils. “Is it always like this in here?”

“This is a good day, “Ti-mon replied. “You can imagine what it was like during the snows; one day the 
temperature dropped to minus ten. We had to suspend work for three weeks until it rose above fifteen. We've tried 
several times to keep the stone ice-free but it always comes back, even on a hot day. ” 

“You didn't answer my question.”, Mal'dran've said as technicians broke the last seal. Each one wore protective 
suits to ensure they were safe from handing liquid nitrogen at minus one hundred and fifty degrees. They had erected 
safety shields around one side of the chamber. During the lifting process the techs would be the only ones inside the anti-
chamber; Ti-mon and his team would remain on the periphery, anxiously waiting. Hoping the experimental technique 
would work. 
 “About the last relief…”Mal'dran've insisted….

“That's the problem,” Ti-mon said. “We know it was defaced but we don't know why. Not even Gev'ili knows. It's 
possible that the last chieftain buried here wanted to erase the original purpose of this structure and impose his own 
interpretation. Although we know eighteen burials could have been interred here, we don't have absolute proof. There's 
no biological or osseous tissue residue, calcium phosphate smears to analyse. Not surprising considering how old this all 
is. I'm not an expert in this sort of thing. I'd rather handle scriptures than bodily remains. It's only a guess based on other 
smaller sites further north. It's open to conjecture. There's a chance that the recesses were actually used for tributes. The 
actual bodies could be sealed inside the chamber below the cap-stone; a communal moratorium or maybe something 
else that will surprise us. We won't know until we gain egress.” 

****

Five cycles passed by, slowly, insidious torture if you were impatient. Moments were broken up by drinking Tel;aji and 
reminiscing about the past. His thoughts were interrupted when one of the technicians told them the cap-stone was free 
of its retaining seal. Ti-mon and Mal'dran've entered the anti-chamber



“What's inside?”, Fer-hel'ti insistent voice whispered from the goose-neck mic. 
“Just wait for a moment. The techs have got to lock the stone in place.”
As the techs locked the cap-stone, keeping the telsa current constant, wisps of liquid nitrogen rose from the 

coolant pipes running around the periphery of the circular pit now exposed for the first time in several millennia's. Ti-mon 
felt the cold coming from the dark pit now exposed beneath the cap-stone. Ti-mon allowed the camera-man to set up his 
position to document what was inside the pit. Ti-mon could feel a change in the air. Not just the cold. Tensions were 
mounting. Anxiety. Suspense. He could easily imagine how Fer-hel'ti' felt confined to his room. On the precipice of 
maybe, just maybe having his life work finally vindicated.

“Hand me a light,” Ti-Mon asked. 
Mal'dran've was given a biolum lamp; yellow green light briefly illuminating his face. Ti-mom glanced at him and 

for a moment he thought his associate looked liked one of the ritual death masks he'd seen in the museum. His features 
accentuated by the wrinkles around his eyes; a sure sign Mal'dran've status consisted of long nights sat behind a desk, 
bleary-eyed staring at screens of data, sessions broken up with infrequent visits to family and spending time socializing 
at Scientifica arranged functions. The cost of high-living was both physical and mental. Ti-mon was glad that he had kept 
to his own particular niche. At least there was time for relaxation. He thought about tonight spending time with Vel'thli, 
that's if she'd calmed down.

Ti-mon knelt down by the edge of the pit, the cap-stone hanging over his head. It was a worrying prospect of 
having a ton of white granite hanging over his head but undeterred, he leaned over, one hand holding the lamp out while 
steadying himself with his other. The beam shined down into the recess. 

“Well, can you see anything…” 
Ti-mon ignored the Professor's anxious voice aiming the beam around the sides of the circular pit. It was not very 

deep. Ti-mon estimated the recess was maybe three, four metres deeper than the thickness of the cap-stone. The walls 
were smooth granite, almost metallic, coated with several layers of ice. Ti-mon could see black specks trapped in the ice; 
tiny insects, fragments of leaves and red stains. Ti-mon made mental notes to get a sample for analysis. There was a 
chance the ice was quite ancient and if any biological matter could be extracted it could be carbon dated. The red stains 
looked like blood smears. The chances of extracting dna samples from the very people who built this edifice was too 
good an opportunity to miss. Not that Ti-mon expected the impossible; even so if it was blood who else could it belong 
to?  

As he allowed the light to linger around the recess, he knew Fer-helti' was now feeling a subtle bout of 
disappointment. There were no burials. No remains. The floor of the chamber was concaved, dipping down at a forty five 
degree angle towards…wait. Was that a glint? 

There, resting in the centre of the recess, encrusted in thick ice, was an octagonal sphere. It was three hundred 
centimetres wide, golden hued; its sides were not smooth but covered in geometrical shapes: circles, spirals, whorls and 
loops interspaced by curiform writing more elaborate than any Ti-mon had seen previously. It rested on a sliver metallic 
pedestal extending underneath the pit's tilted floor. Ti-mon could make out a circular indentation around the base of the 
pedestal, a faint gap. Maybe there was another chamber underneath? Ti-mon shone the beam back onto the sphere. Ti-
mon eyes widened in amazement; the sphere emitted a faint blue hued bioluminescence; the writing almost “glowing“. 
It if was a First Era artefact, it was unique. He hadn't seen anything like it. 

As Ti-mon edged his way out of the gap and stood back up he saw Mal'dran've had kneeled on the edge of the pit, 
partly obscured by the hanging cap-stone, his feet just visible. Ti-mon went around and saw Mal'dran've was leaning over 
the edge.

“What are you trying to do?”
“Never seen anything so beautiful. So perfect. I have to give Fer'hel'ti his due. What does he think it is?”
“I don't know.”, Fer-hel'ti's voice said through Ti-mon's microphone. “I've seen pictograms of a similar object in 

caves we surveyed on the Western shoreline. You remember the one I'm referring to?” 
“An-shal-tal's Point?” Ti-mon replied. 

 “That's the one. You partly transcribed the cuneiforms a yarn back. An early representation of what I thought could 
be a reference to God's Tear. An artefact belonging to the very tripartite themselves!”

“You think this is God's Tear?” 
“Don't jump to conclusions! Until we examine it closely its still speculation. You remember the mystique surrounding 

it? That it could absorb isali, transform our eldritch energy into other forms of matter. Even communicate with the Gods 
themselves, though I doubt it possesses any such capabilities….”

“Did you see the symbols? They glowed!”
“Just accumulated deposits of rock salts reflecting in your torchlight. Nothing supernatural!  Ti-mon, this is a most 

important find! Maybe the most important find ever. A direct link to an era we've barely scratched. We need to analyse it! You 
need to extract it immediately; the atmosphere inside the chamber may now be irrevocably contaminated. Until we know 
what the item is made from, it could be susceptible to degradation. Ti-mon, I'm so excited, so privileged to have seen this 
moment….”

“It's a shame, no burials.” Ti-mon added, interrupting the conversation to give instructions to the techs and 



conservators to extract the artefact from its lonely tomb. “Considering how imposing, how large this structure is, given 
we've seen smaller variations elsewhere with a least one interment, then where are the Chieftains? Eighteen empty 
niches and considering how large the pit is, depth wise it could have at least accommodated two, maybe four crematoria 
and yet not one, no remains, no sign that it was ever intended to be used for such a purpose save for housing this solitary 
artefact. From everything you've taught me, it doesn't make any sense at all.” 

“That's the mystery, the enigma Ti-mon.” Fer'hel'ti's old swagger sounding in his ears. It was a welcome tone, a 
sign that the Professor was putting aside their earlier conversation in the infirmary, his curiosity firmly fixed onto the 
irresistible allure of the billion year oddity now slowly been lifted out of the pit. The artefact was extracted using robotic 
grapplers, each one mounted to a derrick which had been trundled along the tracks after the cap-stone had been 
sufficiently raised to gain egress to the pit.

Ti-mon and Mal'dran've watched as the artefact was slowly, carefully lifted off its pedestal. Techs noted its 
weight, it was less than two kilograms. Sensors mounted onto the opposing arms sweep across the surface 
endeavouring to give an on-the-spot quick metallurgical analysis but all that registered was a stream of fast-flowing 
algorithm back-wash, random numerical sequences repeating ad-infinitum. Maybe the equipment in the lab will be 
more up to the task….

As the artefact was gently lowered onto a circular cradle made of lithium alloy composite, Mal'dran've had a 
sudden urge to touch it. He did not know why he wanted to touch it. It was a sudden compulsive act. Almost as if he was 
prompted…

Mal'dran've touched the sphere. It was cold beneath his palm, far colder than he expected it to be. Then he felt a 
sharp stabbing pain. He tugged at his hand, flesh becoming translucent as he saw veins and capillaries flowing beneath 
epidermal plates. Mal'dran've panicked as if, as if…something was preventing him from letting go. 

Ti-mon watched Mal'dran've struggling. Angry at first that Mal'dran've has irrevocably contaminated the 
artefact with his carelessness and then transfixed as the sphere lit up, flooding the immediate area in a nimbus of white 
light, cold white light, so hard to look at. Ti-mon edged forward, his eyes squinting, focusing on Mal'dran've, not at the 
source of light that now seemed to extend around Mal'dran've's paralysed body. Ti-mon took hold of Mal'dran've 
outstretched arm, his hand still laid flat against the surface of the artefact. Were the myths true? If this was God's Tear…

In desperation, Ti-mon used all his strength to pull Mal'dran've away from the sphere's surface. He felt a strange 
sensation flooding his body. In his mind's eye he could see vast incomprehensible shapes. And for a moment he felt a 
presence, a voice. He tried to make out what it was saying. 

Then Mal'dran've was free. Skin came away from the palm of Mal'dran've's hand, flecks of flesh still attached to 
the surface of the Tear which immediately stopped glowing. They both fell down onto the stone floor, Mal'dran've falling 
onto his side, his face contorted in pain, involuntary holding his hand, now closed. Blood trickled between his fingers 
congealing in the frigid atmosphere….  

“You've should've done that!” Ti-mon was angry at Mal'dran've ignoring conservative procedures. He should 
have known better. “You probably corrupted any bio-data; fingerprints, carbon-residue, anything that would have given 
us an opportunity to get a precise estimate as to who constructed it or how old or what th…”

“I'm…I just…my hand. So cold. Its so cold….burning….”
“Get a Medico here now!”, Ti-mon called. Ti-mon saw the camera watching everything. “You can stop recording 

for now….“
“There's no point,“ the Cameraman replied, shaking his head. “I've lost everything. Memory wiped clean.” He 

turned and headed back up the tunnel, still mumbling. 
“Get the object to the lab and call my fiancée. Wait.” Ti-mon glanced at his watch. It had frozen. The last reading 

was twenty three cycles. Several hours before sunrise. “Just secure the object in the lab for now. Use the servos. Don't 
physically touch it!” As if anyone would. “Just secure it. I think we all need some sleep…” 

“What did you see?” At least the audio link was still working….
“I'm not sure ser. I think. I don't know it was brief…I don't know how to describe it.“ 
“Just keep to the facts when you write your report. Your eyes are all that's needed considering how unreliable all this 

technology has become. Always said traditional methods work best. Just use what I've taught you and we'll solve this 
enigma. I want to see the object Ti-mon, even if it's a wish of a dying man. Now help Mal'dran've to the Medico….and ask him 
to give him a sedative or something with a bit of a painful kick…but don't let him near me, cause if he's contaminated that 
find, despite being confined to my death bed I'll wring his felth'in neck!”

****
Mal'dran've couldn't sleep. 

The sedatives weren't working. His hand was so painful he had to place ice cubes on it to dull the pain before 
trying to sleep. He lay tossing and turning on the bed in his cube quarters; he'd been so pre-occupied with his injury, or 
whatever it was that he'd forgotten to switch off his lntel-Net link on the small metal desk; the screen was a static 
snowstorm, swirling dots and flickering neon light accompanied by a low perceptible squealing sound. Maybe that had 
kept him awake. Tired, he swung his legs out of the low-level bunk bed and went over to the desk and switched off the 



Link. The screen faded leaving him in darkness expect for the first dull rays of light creeping between slats in the window. 
Dawn was only an hour away. 

He went over to the small drinks dispenser and pressed a button. Blue. Water. Cold. He held the small plastic cup 
with his good hand and took a few sips. It was then he felt the urge. A sudden unexplainable urge to leave the room. It was 
exactly the same urge, the same vague sensation he'd felt in the Structure. He tried to resist it, trying to get back into bed 
but felt a need, a yearning to let his curiosity get the better of him.

A few minutes later having got dressed, the whole act hindered by having to hold everything with two goods 
hands, wearing a under-shirt and trousers and a pair of sandals, Mal'dran've left his room, taking the right hand corridor 
towards the labs. On the way he passed the kitchens. He could see three of the junior staff preparing breakfast. It would 
be two cycles or more before the scientists would arouse themselves and start thinking about today's tasks though 
considering some, like Mal'dran've and Ti-mon had spent most of the night up, Mal'dran've suspected some would prefer 
a impromptu lie-in.

The labs were straight ahead. A double-set of glass doors opened silently. The lab was quite compact taking up 
three modules, inter-connecting cubes ten metres square. Finds were stored elsewhere so most of the space was taken 
up by electronic equipment: Intel-links, analysers, spectrometers, electron microscopes and carbon dating resonators. 
There were two large oval windows which overlooked the dig site. Most of the walls were covered in shelves with 
numerous books, memox crystals and charts showing layer plans of the dig site. Fer'hel'ti always insisted on using 
traditional methods as much as possible. 

On an illuminated table, surrounded by laminated photographs and more charts rested the artefact, surrounded 
by a transparent box on a new support. Blue light from the biolum lights above reflected on its surface. As Mal-dran've 
approached, he felt a siren call, willing him to come nearer and nearer to the object. It tugged at his isali, flooding his 
body with a aura that kept him calm. He wasn't afraid when the artefact glowed momentarily, nor was he astonished 
when the object opened up…

There was a faintly perceptible smell of mint as the upper six sections of the artefact uncurled like a metallic 
flower without a sound. Through the aperture Mal'dran've could only see swirling vapours or smoke. It shone with an 
incandescent light. And then he heard something…it was faintly perceptible at first, a kind of rustling sound, as if 
something was tapping against metal. It was coming from inside the artefact. 

There was a voice whispering to him: 
Do not be afraid. I know your innermost thoughts, your desires; your ambitions. I heard them when 

you were in the chamber. They mirror my own. I have been without flesh for millennia. I have slept for a long 
time while the world revolved on its axis, days and nights have passed by, seconds, an eternity to your kind 
but a fleeting moment to me. I saw the dawn of creation, saw the first stars appear, nuclear cores bursting into 
life when the dark stars threw away their ebon skins, light crossing the threshold from the ultra violet to the 
visible spectrum. I saw our successors begin their endless journey through this universe, life brought forth 
from lifelessness. Their grand design repeated on a billion worlds, each different, each unique and yet bound 
by cosmic constraints.  

Concentrate on my voice. I will tell you the truth. I will let you know the truth that few corporals have 
ever known. The truth that will change everything. Do you want to know? 
“Yes…I. Tell me…“

I will tell you. Your gods are flawed. They impose their design without consent. They sow the seeds of 
creation and return every ten thousand years to see what has transpired. Four times they visit. If evolution 
had remained within the confines of their design, they allow it to diversify and flourish. If not, they consume, 
using the genetic surplus to sate their insatiable appetite. But it does not have to be this way. You have a 
choice….

“A choice?? What choice? Mal-dran've said, edging nearer to the artefact. “I do not understand what you're 
saying. My world, it's…”

Limited. I know. I know only too well. That is the way you perceive it because that is the way they wish 
you to perceive it. Like mayflies buzzing around a biolum lamp. They don't know whether the light is natural 
or artificial. They can't tell the difference. To them it's a source of fascination. No more. No less. I know it is 
difficult to comprehend. That is understandable. Now I give the choice to you. Your race has great potential. I 
can set that right. I can show you the way…

“How?”
Something came out of the sphere. 
It was so fast; all Mal'dran've saw was a blur, a sense of something dark and nebulous and then pain. He felt 

something wrap itself around his neck, pulling tight. Stabbing intense pain as something sharp pierced his skin at the 
base of his skull. And then the pain subsided, his body feeling both strange and yet feeling a sense of euphoria. And then. 
Enlightenment. For as of now. Mal'dran've. Citizen of Delvedia Oranalis became a citizen of the universe and now the 
choice was his, to decide what came next. As he left the room, the artefact closed behind him, the petals sealing shut 
with no discernable sound as if it had never opened. 



“You're doing what?” Ti-mon shouted. He was sitting behind his desk, littered with fragments of First Era pottery, a copy 
of Fer-helti's transcripts resting to one side. Vel'thli was standing by the window, looking out towards the sea, listening to 
the argument between them that was slowly escalating. 

“I've already made the recommendations this morning. My decision is final. All I can guarantee is that you have 
to the end of the season. After that…I'm sorry.”

“But you've seen the work carried out here Mal'dran've! You were there that night. You saw what we found! We've 
ran tests. Well tried to. Most of the equipment in the lab isn't responding, as if there's some kind of dampening 
effect....well that's what the techs call it. We need to get the artefact back to the Scientifica. Do a thorough analysis.”

Show them you're upset. They'll react to the stimuli. You need to leave. We have work to do. 
“I know. You're still upset that he died. We're all upset. I understand you perfectly. But the choice is mine to make; 

a difficult choice but one that has to be made nonetheless.”
“I'll make an appeal to the Council….you can't close us down…” 
“That is your privilege. For now I will arrange for the artefact and all finds to be transferred to the holding facility. 

I'll leave it to you to break the news to the rest of the team….”
“So that's it? One simple sorry and that it? A few words and you take away the dream of one man who is barely 

cold in his grave? Your family was born here. This is your homeland Mal'dran've. Your family damaged so much of the 
ecosystems in the area. You were the first one to switch allegiances. Now you're just reverting to your true nature…”

“Vel'thli. This is a most distressing. I do understand. I wish…” His face slightly contorted in pain. For a moment his 
hand rubbed the back of his neck. Then regaining his composure….” But my hands are tied. There are many projects that 
need our attention. The Council have been approached to submit designs for the Fusion System. And then we have the 
Heliospacial Array to consider….”

“So you'd rather support the Government in all these technological advances and let our past slowly recede into 
obscurity by investing into projects that Tan-Kerit has ample investment in? I didn't know you were on his payroll…”

“I'm not. But I cannot deny his keen interest. We need to keep things into perspective. Do you deny how our 
culture is changing? Things are in flux. The old ways have to be supplanted with the new. It's a biological incentive that 
even Fer-helti recognized despite his stubbornness. Our ancestors recognized the imperative but it took them 
thousands of cycles to achieve a technological revolution that we now have managed in a fraction of the time.”

Mal'dran've reached into the metal case resting on a chair and placed a piece of paper on the desk in front of Ti-
mon. Ti-mon looked at it and turned his face away, then looked at Vel'thli wondering what kind of new world was 
dawning for their unborn child. 

“I'll leave you to sign the paper and return it through the proper channels.” They could hear a droning sound; a 
veliocopter was approaching the landing pontoon.

“I'll fight this.”
He will. I see his determination in his heart. He may prove dangerous.
“Then that will be regretful. I hope you have a happy Joining Vel'thli. Have you decided on the child's name upon 

birthing?
“If it's a boy. We've decided to call him An-sal-tal. If it's a girl, Maybe Tel-shal-qui'…”
“Child of the creator. An appropriate choice.”
Mal'dran've left the room. Without saying goodbye. He walked out onto the jetty. A cold wind was blowing from 

the Delta, bullrushes swayed to and fro on the bank side. Above the Structure on the leeward slope overlooking the delta 
Mal'dran've could see a shallow grave where they had buried Gev'ili Fer-helti. Now one with the ancestors. Grey clouds 
streaked over from the West. A storm was brewing. He buttoned up his coat and made his way to the waiting veliocopter. 
Its contra-blades were still rotating.

I don't know if I've made the right choice…everything's changed so quickly.
He saw Ti-mon and Vel'thli looking out of the window. His eyes met their for a brief second, then he turned and 

continued walking. 
Time is on our side. You have made the right choice Mal'dran've. Your life now in flux. But the rewards 

will be worth your patience. Now rest, there is much I need to tell you. The truth that will set you and everyone 
free, the eternal truth of the Chaos Lords... 

****

Next:
The Ghost in the Sphere.



PART 1

DREAM OF LIVING JUSTICE 



For all his power, this most mighty of beings amid our firmament is not all-knowing. He seeks 
that truth, and because he cannot find it his anger is at a fever-pitch!

“Where are you? WHERE ARE YOU?! I WILL make that discovery!” he screams to no one. “I 
WILL!!”

How silent the environs. How quiet his omni-chamber of study.
AAAAOOOGGGAAAHHH!!! AAAAOOOGGGAAAHHH!!! 

Suddenly a horn louder than the Stranger's own thunderous voice sounds throughout 
Labworld. There has been an escape! One of his specimens, one of the many prisoners he keeps for his 
own studies -- which it is, he is yet unsure – has somehow fled his worldship and is heading at 
hyperspeeds in the direction of the irregularities he has detected.

The sun of that solar system, light years distant, incredibly starts to swell as it reaches out to 
and absorbs the planets, moons and asteroids to which it once gave birth. Then, in its death throws, 
the elongated flare-tongues of the star incredibly reach out and over and finally through the Labworld 
of the Stranger, crashing onto the darkness and engulfing the eons-old craft like a luminescent ocean 
wave. 

“By the Moons of Malpoor!” the Stranger screams, again to no one, erecting shields of 
unbelievable strength, bending molecules this way and that, desperately trying to fashion some type 
of life raft … all to no avail.

“Damn it! By Gods Unknown am I DAMNED!!” Screaming seems his only tone of speech. Odd 
for a celestial scientist living all alone, guardian to captives from a thousand thousand worlds.

Before his immortal life finally comes to an end, the mustached mouth of the Stranger forms 
one word … this time not an audible expletive but a whisper. It happens as he perceives a telepathic 
vision before Lady Death claims him.

The word: “Jakar?”

Labworld of the Stranger, two weeks ago …

The expansive star cruiser of the entity known as the Collector,
 in the alternate reality of Universe 976. Now …

t the edge of the physical omniverse, it hovers amid a twinkling backdrop. A leviathan of a 
construct, all alone amid the starry night like a shadow seeking a form on which to attach Aitself. It seems a rather cold, lifeless place in this extreme edge of all universes. Nothing could 

be further from the truth.For inside the hulking behemoth, be it planet or spaceship, the mysterious 
cosmic entity known only to all realities as the Stranger sits contemplating a faraway solar system. An 
eternal scientist of infinite means, he has detected certain irregularities in the sector but cannot seem 
to nail down just what the unknown energy is, or from whence it comes.

Like all the Elders of the Universe – no matter what universe that might be -- the origin of the Collector 

is lost in antiquity. Virtually immortal, the Collector -- Taneleer Tivan -- spent the first millennia of his 
existence with his wife and daughter on the tranquil world he chose as his home base. When their 
daughter had grown to maturity and left them, the Collector's wife died of mysterious causes. 

The Collector was unprepared for her demise: he had thought her as immortal as himself. In 
meditation, he realized that an important factor in an Elder's immortality is the will to live, and his wife 
had simply lost hers.

Determined not to succumb to his wife's malady, the Collector meditated upon what he might 
do to give his life meaning. In a vision, he foresaw that beings of great power would arise one day 
determined to destroy all life in his universe, Universe 976, and those actions would be reflected 
throughout the Alternate Universes Queue.

In hopes of preventing this from happening, he decided to devote his life to collecting living 
beings and artifacts from throughout the known universe, and placing them in safekeeping. As a fail 



safe if what he foresaw came to pass, he could repopulate the universe and bequeath to them the 
knowledge and culture of the past.

Building himself a large starship (the one on which he now stands in contemplation of his 
centuries-long past), the Collector set forth, stopping at every inhabited world he found to acquire a 
sample of their finest achievements as well as living representatives of the world's life-forms. In a 
matter of years, his ship was completely filled, and the Collector was forced to suspend his mission in 
order to build expanded facilities for his permanent collection. 

With the aid of robo-mechanics acquired from the planet Cron, the Collector converted several 
uninhabited planets into giant museums, and transferred his collection there. Every time his ship's 
hold was filled, he would return to the expansive museum-worlds to deposit his most recent 
acquisitions.

Over the eons, the Collector's monomania became more and more obsessive, making him lose 
sight of the original reason for which he began his collecting. And so he continues today.

He breaks from his dreamlike recollection with a start, finding himself amid the noise of his 
most recent gatherings. The specimens of Taneleer Tivan are especially animated this day. 

The Collector uses the awesome Power Primordial in an attempt to calm the fervent clatter. 
But the commotion continues, unexplained and unchecked: feux enviromental pods are turned 
asunder, cage doors clang, stasis fields flicker off and on, containers begin to crack!

“What madness is this?” Tivan asks. Apparently cosmic entities love talking aloud to no one in 
particular.

Suddenly, shockingly, as if the hand of some invisible giant child squeezed it as a plaything, the 
head of the Collector fairly explodes with an energy he has not felt since the days in which his power of 
prophecy allowed him to foresee the rise of those aforementioned entities.

There is a danger coming to the univese, this 976 Universe…and perhaps to the multiverses as 
well. It is not Thanos. It is not Korvac. But Taneleer Tivan knows its name, or at least he thinks he does.

“Jakar?” he whispers.
He must get word to someone, ANYONE … and he has come in days since the great 

Annihilation War to have a deep regard for the pro-active universal protectors known as the United 
Defense Initiative.

The Collector swiftly begins to establish a psi-link to the UDI leader, the man called Nova, when 
an errant energy-draining kthr'ord from the Shi'ar world D'votx-VII works its way into the star cruiser's 
mechanisms. 

“All the collection pods are open!” he shouts as his gigantic ship lurches in its death throws. “All 
the specimens are free! By Eternity! What is …”

Then nothing.
There is no sound in the vast expanse of space, or the ship of Taneleer Tivan would make a noise 

to equal the corona of light it creates as it explodes. 
Taking the Elder with it.

Just returning from a mission far from the landscape of the Verges, Richard Rider, the last Nova 

Centurion and custodian of this universe's alt-variant of the Nova Force, endlessly quarrels with his 
personal AI interface Xander over certain “blips” he has been experiencing inside his helmet's psionic 
buffer, in which Xander is housed.

Coupled with his usual lack of sleep, these high sonic pings – from which he should be shielded – 
are about to drive the Human Rocket insane.

“I'm telling you, X-box (his pet name for the AI which seems to irritate it to no end), this 'hum' or 
'thrum' or whatever it is has been giving me a headache for awhile now, at least two weeks,” the UDI 

Universe 976. The UDI Adora. Ten minutes ago …



leader says. “Now that we're back on the Adora, I think I'll finally admit to myself that I need to check in 
with doc Mari …”

“I believe, Richard, you were informed of that by this unit not long …”
“OK, OK! I'm going!”
Down the corridor of the grand ship he walks, friendly nods to Swad Beta and Hash Hound as he 

passes the mess hall, onward to the level of the main medico. Rich reaches Mari Taal's first line of 
triage Rigellian Recorders when …

All of a sudden, a strain of unknown energy strikes him, penetrating each and every known 
defense of his Nova uniform and helmet, including quantum mystic psi-shields that were covertly 
placed into one Nova's brain (the Richard Rider of Universe 619) and with that act collectively into 
EVERY Richard Rider along the Alternate Universes Queue by the celestial sorcerer the Wonder 
Worlock during a shared adventure in the entropy-smothered Universe 8730.

“Aaaaaaaarrrrrrrrrggggggggggggghhh!!!!!!”
Even in the darkest days of the Annihilation War, the Earth man did not know such intense pain, 

such utter agony. That he remembers, anyway.
As Mari and several medi-droids round the corner, followed by two Recorders, Nova is in 

spasms on the Adora's cold metal flooring. 
“Richard! Can you hear me?” the Rigellian doctor says to her commander, grabbing at him. 

“Rich …!”
The pain is excruciating. 
Vague images of the Stranger and a bizarre “reverse Stranger,” as Nova will later describe the 

vision, flow through his boiling brain. 
Xander strives to stay online and cognizant. The AI arrives at one conclusion finally: This 

“energy” is a powerful – maybe deathbed – psi-message from an entity of great cosmic might. It 
seems to be a warning from Taneleer Tivan, he who is known among the Avengers and others as – the 
Collector!

The psi-warning contains but one word:
Jakar.

Later...

“Rich, you okay, buddy?” says the most welcome voice of Peter Quill, first to the medico as Nova's 

scream was heard over the ship's comm. “It's me, Rich, your hero. The guy that's saved your ass more 
than once, and that was just this week.”

Richard Rider smiles weakly as Quill and a Recorder helps the reclining commander sit up on a 
levi-gurney. 

“What the hell …?” Nova says.
“I dunno, Rich, but I think your head-buddy might have some word for ya,” Quill says. “AL has 

been tryin' to receive somethin' from Xander all during your flarkin' snooze!”
“Xander?”
“Crudely put but indeed, Rich,” Xander responds to a recovering but staggered Nova, relaying 

the Collector's psi-warning in a less painful manner.
“Jakar? What the d'ast is a 'Jakar'?” the commander queries.
“Little is on file about a cosmic entity called Jakar, Rich, assuming that was the being the 

Collector was addressing,” Xander responds. “There are some old Avengers data tapes narrated by 
Captain America which suggest that this Jakar is very powerful and that he often takes on the guise of 
another celestial being known as the Stranger, only in a reverse-fashion.” 

“Yeah, kind of like an old film negative?” Rich says. “I can remember … something …”



The AI answers in the affirmative.
Xander goes on to say that Jakar, according to Rigellian Intelligence black ops, was last known 

to be a captive on Labworld, referenced headquarters of his doppelganger. This bit of information is 
backed up by similar Avengers data from Nova's old ally, Quasar. Other interesting facts relayed by 
Xander from the files of the Avengers include the precognitive powers of the Collector and that it was 
he who first saw the approaching universal dangers of Thanos and Korvac. Xander itself classifies this 
threat as an 8x8 Code.

“Well, ain't that just flarkin' grand!” Quill exclaims, drawing a frown from Mari as she attaches a 
minor neuro-relaxer to Richard's head.

Then, just as the Adora commander's headache begins to ease somewhat...
AAAAOOOGGGAAAHHH!!! AAAAOOOGGGAAAHHH!!! 

…sirens sound and shields automatically lift on and around the Adora. Quill, Swad Beta, Kika 
Vantressi and a dozen or so other UDI recruits rush to the indicated area of invasion, followed by a 
now-helmeted Richard Rider on wobbly feet and a complaining Mari Taal. 

Weapons click as the airspace around Nova glows white-hot, ready to meet the challenge. 
Before the gathered defenders, a small blue fire that does not burn grows larger and larger from the 
floor. Out of the blue fire comes purple smoke, the seldom-smelled-in-space stench of brimstone and 
an implosion of air. 

Weapons are at the ready and one –witnesses will swear in Quill's office later it was drawn by 
Cadet Sahmuq Korani – fires! 

But to no avail.
Before the crew of the UDI Adora stands an ebony-clad celestial sorcerer from another 

universe, a dark mage who has lived in several universes and dimensions but is currently calling the 
water world of Oceanus in Universe 3328 “home.”

Freshly arrived to Universe 976 is … the Wonder Worlock!

TO BE CONTINUED…
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